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No Lift Delivery

INTRODUCTION
A sound knowledge of the curling delivery is essential for both players and coaches alike. There are a variety of
variations of the delivery currently being employed by curlers across the country. It is suggested that all entry level
curler use the flat footed, no lift delivery. The no lift delivery provides stability and ease of learning to the new
curler. You may have seen variations in this delivery in players who have played the game for awhile; however,
the no lift delivery is the easiest to learn and will provide you with the greatest returns.
The curling delivery is a complex activity that requires the coordination of a number of different body movements.
To make learning the delivery skills easier, the delivery will be broken down into smaller segments. Delivery
instruction is basically divided into three phases:
1) Set-up/ Stance
2) Park/Loaded Position the hack (without a stone). Delivery B Entire pullback and forward motion
combined with the forward slide (initially without a stone and then with a stone). Entire delivery motion
(with a stone) including grip, turns, release and line of delivery.
3) Balance/Forward Slide
Flat Foot Slide
The flat-footed slide is the recommended method of delivery because it provides for optimum balance by allowing
the weight of the body to be distributed over the entire under-surface of the sliding foot and not just the toe. The
flat foot slide places less stress on the knee than do other deliveries. Equal pressure front to back and side to side
of the sliding foot helps in sliding in a straight line.
No Lift Delivery
New curlers and experienced curlers alike will find that balance and timing problems are reduced when they do
not have to concentrate on swinging a 44 pound granite stone. Line of delivery problems are also frequently
reduced with a no lift delivery. The stone is placed on the line of delivery during the stance, and it should stay on
this line during the press, pullback motion, forward slide and the release. Consistently hitting the target brush at
the far end is easier to attain.
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STAGE 1: SET-UP/STANCE POSITION
This stage introduces the set-up/stance position. It is critical that you learn a solid foundation to the curling
delivery if your goal is to be successful later on. This section will provide that foundation.

STANCE
The initial positioning of the body in the hack prior to the delivery is commonly referred to as stance, and is of
primary importance if the delivery is to be successful. Proper stance involves the following:
• placement of hack and sliding foot
• positioning of knees, hips and thighs
• position of throwing arm and brush arm
Hack Foot
One of the keys to the line of delivery in the slide is the placement of the gripper foot in the hack. The hack foot
will drive the body to the target at the far end. Always step into the hack from behind. While stepping into the
hack, ensure that the foot is pointing to the target. Place the ball of the foot firmly and squarely against the back of
the hack. The exact height placement of the foot will vary with individual curlers and, for many, with the weight
required for the shot. Draw shots on fast ice may require that the hack foot is positioned lower in the hack. This
lower foot position decreases the amount of leg drive that is available. A heavy weight shot may require that the
curler places their foot higher in the hack. The higher position ensures that when leg drive occurs, the ball of the
foot can drive against the hack producing sufficient momentum.

Sliding Foot
The sliding foot is positioned flat on the ice, parallel to but slightly ahead of the hack foot. The desired amount of
separation varies. It may be from as far back as the heel of the sliding foot even with the toe of the hack foot, to
as far forward as the sliding heel being five to six inches forward of the hack toe. Body type may determine the
positioning for each curler. It is necessary to have some body weight on both feet, so that both legs can assist in
elevating the hips. The sliding foot needs to be parallel to the hack foot and approximately shoulder width apart,
so that during the pullback and back step motions the foot can move straight back. Insufficient distance, sideways
between the two feet, requires the sliding foot to be moved laterally (sideways) to clear the hack, promoting line of
delivery concerns.
Hack Thigh
When the curler assumes the stance position, the thigh of the hack leg may be parallel with the line of delivery or
the knee may be pointing in a slight downward position. This slight downward position allows room for the stone to
be comfortably positioned in front of the foot in the hack. Thighs parallel to the line of delivery help keep the hips
square to the target.
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Upper Body
The knee of the hack foot is kept off the ice, enabling the trunk, head and shoulders to maintain a fairly upright
position. The shoulders must be level. The head should be erect with the eyes concentrated on the target.
Delivery Arm
The throwing arm must be comfortably extended at all times, without rigidity or tension. The arm is in front of the
body, elbow down and hand in a handshake position. The stone is placed just far enough forward to allow for the
comfortable extension of the arm. During the Delivery Lesson A, the curler will execute without a stone. When the
stone is introduced later, the stone will be placed directly on the line of delivery. The line of delivery extends from
the target at the far end to the middle of the hack foot.

Balance Arm
Positioning of the balance arm during the stance and forward slide is also important. The purpose of the balance
arm is to provide an additional source of support for the curler. The major sources for balance in the stance
position are the positioning of the hack foot and the sliding foot. There are at least three positions for the balance
arm that will assist with balance:
1. Stretch the brush arm out comfortably from the body with the brush handle extending under the
arm toward the back. The head of the brush should be resting lightly on the ice, slightly ahead of
the sliding foot. The brush head is inverted so that the brush head is facing up and the wooden or
plastic part of the brush is resting on the ice. This side of the brush head sliding on the ice
produces less friction than if the brush head was in contact with the ice. Curlers may find that with
some synthetic brushes, the side of the brush head bulges out and still comes in contact with the
ice. To reduce this friction a sliding bar can be attached to the brush head. Sliding bars can be
made of a piece of 1/4 inch Teflon. An alternative to the sliding bar is to attach a piece of plastic
tubing (the type used for aquarium filters) or a piece of wooden doweling along the edge of the
brush head.
2. Curlers who have difficulty keeping the brush handle against their back during the forward slide
should bend the arm slightly so that the upper arm may be used to hold the brush handle tightly
against the back to assist in achieving stability.
3. Some curlers prefer to have the brush flat on the ice. This method will assist with stability but in
many cases it forces the upper part of the curler’s body to be very low. An adaptation to the brush
flat on the ice is to use a throwing device such as “The Crutch” or “The Stabilizer”. The tops of
these delivery aids are made to be the same height as the stone handle. They will assist the curler
who likes the brush flat on the ice to keep the upper body erect and their shoulders level.
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Stance Review
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step into the hack from the rear.
Line up hack foot with the target.
Place ball of the gripper foot firmly against the back of the hack.
Place sliding foot slightly ahead and parallel to the hack foot.
Position shoulders level and square to the line of delivery.
Position the upper body in an erect position with eyes looking at the target.
Place the stone directly on the line of delivery

STAGE 2: LOADED/PARK POSITION
This stage teaches the sequencing (timing) and weight transfers necessary to perform the whole skill. Good
technique and timing are essential to ensure that both stone and body movements are coordinated into a smooth,
consistent execution.
Forward Press
The forward press is a slight forward motion of the upper body and arm, which causes the stone to move slightly
along the line of delivery. This slight extension produces a small weight transfer from the hack foot to the sliding
foot so that both legs may be utilized in elevating the hips. The forward press must be very small (1/2 to 1 inch at
most) and must be directly along the line of delivery.

Pull Back Motion
As both legs begin to elevate the hips into a semi-crouch position, the stone is pulled back on the line of delivery.
The line of delivery is a line traveling from the target brush at the far end to the middle of the hack foot. During the
hip elevation into the semi-crouch position both legs are supporting the body weight. Once this hip elevation has
occurred, the sliding foot begins to move straight back. The sliding foot should remain flat on the ice and continue
to point toward the target. This straight position assists with keeping the hips square to the line of delivery. The
sliding foot moves straight back beyond the heel of the hack foot. The body weight centered over the hips moves
back. Once the sliding foot has moved into this back position, a large amount of the body weight is transferred to
the sliding foot. At this point there is a very definite pause or stop in the motion.

Pull Back Motion – Review
• Press - small forward motion with stone centered on line of delivery.
• Elevate hips into a semi-crouch position (hack knee bent about 90 degrees).
• Pull stone back directly on line of delivery.
• Move sliding foot straight back.
• Transfer body weight to the sliding foot.
• Definite pause or stop in the motion.
Forward Motion
Once the weight transfer to the sliding foot and pause have occurred, then you may begin the forward motion.
This can be best accomplished by a shift in the body weight to a more forward position which starts the forward
motion of the stone. You must be careful not to start the stone motion with a jabbing action of the arm. Upper
Body motion forward will help keep the stone on line. The sliding foot remains in the back position as long as
possible. As weight transfer precedes the body leans forward and “falls” behind the stone. The weight of the body
is transferred forward to the hack foot. When the majority of the body weight is on the hack foot, the hack knee is
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bent at about 90 degrees. The body is still in the semi-crouch position. The sliding foot, after staying in the back
position for so long, must move quickly forward to take its position under the body. Once the sliding foot has
moved forward, under the body, the body weight is transferred to the sliding foot. At this time, the hack leg
provides the forward thrust from the hack. The leg drive should occur as the hack leg approaches the extended
position.

Forward Motion – Review
• Transfer upper body weight forward – upper body begins to “fall forward”.
• Move stone along line of delivery.
• Delay movement of sliding foot.
• Move sliding foot forward.
• Provide thrust with hack leg.
STAGE 3: BALANCE/FORWARD SLIDE
The key to a successful curling delivery is to develop a smooth, balanced forward slide. From a balanced position
it will be easier to accomplish the consistent line of delivery and release motion needed to make shots.
Sliding Foot Position
The key to balance in the delivery is the position of the sliding foot. The sliding
foot should be positioned under the body’s vertical axis between the chest
and the abdomen during the entire sliding motion. The sliding foot is flat on
the ice with the weight of the body distributed over the sole and heel. The
sliding toe should be turned out slightly to increase the surface base and
therefore enhance the stability of the slide.
Balance Arm Position
As the body comes forward from the hack, the brush should be positioned with the handle
extending toward the small of the back and the brush head resting along the top of the ice. The
brush head must be positioned ahead of the sliding foot, approximately even with the stone
during the entire sliding motion. A brush head, even with or behind the sliding foot, may have a
tendency to turn the curler’s shoulders off line. Curlers using a sliding device also need to keep
the hand position slightly ahead of the sliding foot.
Delivery Arm
The throwing arm and hand should remain comfortably extended in front of
elbow pointing down and off the ice surface once balance has been

the curler,
achieved.

Trailing Leg
The trailing leg and toe should be extended behind the body as far as possible during the forward slide.
The foot of the trailing leg can be placed in one of three positions:
1. Straight up and down.
2. Turned over and inside the body.
3. Turned slightly out is the third option (curler beware) the hips can be turned off the Line of Delivery.
Note: Curlers may find resistance on trailing toe may be reduced with the application of sliding tape or toe cap.
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Upper Body Position
A fairly upright position is preferred; it allows a correct grip and a high wrist position over the handle of the stone
to produce a consistent release of the stone. The shoulders should remain level and square to the skip’s brush.

Forward Slide Review
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sliding foot flat on the ice under the centre axis of the body.
Sliding foot slightly toed out to provide a wider base for balance.
Trailing leg extended out behind – preferably toed in or straight.
Upper body erect hips low.
Shoulders, hips square to the line of delivery.
Brush head resting lightly on the ice, slightly ahead of the sliding foot.

Cleaning the Stone
In order to ensure that stones travel consistently, the running surface must be cleaned prior to each delivery. The
instructor should demonstrate cleaning the stone to the new curlers, prior to them executing the delivery with a
stone. Turn the stone over and clean the running edge with the brush head.

To ensure that the rim is clean, rub the fingers around the running edge. On occasion, a small piece of debris
may not be noticeable to the eye and may only be identified by feel. A small speck of foreign matter on the
running edge may adversely affect the stone’s momentum and direction. Make certain that the slide path and the
intended path of the stone are clean. Some small curlers may have difficulty tipping the stone over with one hand.
They should be shown how to clean the stone by pulling it into the hack, one hand on the handle and the other on
the stone.

STAGE 4: GRIP, TURNS (Rotation) & RELEASE
This stage completes the delivery. These stages encompass many important details and each segment should be
addressed as an individual subtopic both in the classroom and during the on-ice session.
The Grip
The curler should be told to initially grip the handle of the curling stone with a firm grip. The index finger and the
thumb provide the major guiding force. Place the index finger close to the gooseneck (the front part of the
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handle) followed closely by the other fingers. The thumb presses firmly against the other side of the handle and
combines with the index finger to provide grip control. The “V” found between the thumb and the index finger
should point to the opposite shoulder. The handle should rest on the second joint of the
fingers. The wrist must be kept in a “high” position above the handle. The palm of the hand
should not be in contact with the handle.
Novice and intermediate level curlers should be taught to always use this grip. There is
equal pressure from the thumb and fingers on all sides of the axis of the stone. To impart a
turn on the stone so that it turns about the axis without going off line, it is important to have
equal pressure on all sides (side to side and front to back). Elite curlers may, at times, alter
the grip. Gripping the stone on other parts of the handle may affect the manner in which the
stone curls.
Turns (Clockwise)
In order to determine which direction a stone will bend or curl, the curler must apply a turn to the stone. For many
new curlers, the terminology of in turn and out turn can be confusing. It may be easier if the instructor discusses
turns as either a clockwise rotation or a counterclockwise rotation. Using this terminology makes the
turn the same for left handed curlers and right handed curlers. For a clockwise rotation, the curler places the
handle while in the stance position so that the handle is slightly counter-rotated (approximately 30 degrees)
against the turn. The handle position must remain in the same position during pull back and the forward motions.

Approximately one meter before release, the handle is turned with a distinct clockwise rotation of the wrist and
forearm.
This handshake position is used as a point of reference to allow the stone to be released in exactly the same
manner every time. Some curlers may have difficulty in relating to the use of degrees to describe relative position.
Another way to describe the turn is to relate to 12 o’clock being at the front of the stone. In the stance position
adjust the handle so that the gooseneck is positioned pointing at approximately 10:00 o’clock. The handle
remains at 10:00 o’clock during the pull back and forward slide. One meter prior to release, the handle is rotated
to 12:00 o’clock. The thumb and forefinger release the stone at the same time. This rotation will cause the stone
to rotate in a clockwise direction. The rotation must be applied. The stone should rotate two and a half times three and a half times as it travels the length of the sheet of ice on a draw shot. A consistent release is necessary
in order for the stone to react in a predictable manner. If there are too many rotations (a spinner) the stone will not
curl. If the stone does not have a positive rotation it may lose its turn or act in an unpredictable manner.
Counter clock wise
It is desirable to use the same reference point at release for both turns, which is
the handshake position. The fingers should point towards the ice after release.
Counterclockwise turn (sometimes called the out turn) begins by adjusting the
handle approximately 60 degrees against the turn. This adjustment must be
maintained during the pull back motion and the forward slide
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One meter prior to release, the counterclockwise turn (out turn) is applied by a distinct rotation of the wrist and
forearm to the handshake position. To use the analogy of the clock again, the handle is positioned in the stance at
2 o’clock, and one meter prior to release, the handle is rotated to the 12:00 o’clock position.
Position of the Throwing Arm
At the beginning of the forward slide, the throwing arm is comfortably extended. As the body moves forward from
the hack, the throwing arm should develop a small bend at the elbow. During the forward slide, the arm
must remain in this position until just prior to release when the arm is extended slightly towards the skip’s brush.
This slight extension of the throwing arm assists in developing the correct release motion. It must be emphasized
that the controlled extension of the throwing arm during release is not a push.

Position of Body
As the body slides forward from the hack, the hips are fairly low. The upper body remains in a fairly upright
position allowing for a correct grip and a high wrist position over the handle of the stone. The upper body may
lower gradually during the final release motion.
Release Point
The release point is that location on the ice when the stone leaves your hand. In actual fact, the release occurs
over a distance of approximately one meter.
The release point will vary depending on the amount of forward
momentum applied to the delivery. It is important that the point of
release be relatively consistent. A curler releasing draw shots near the
hog line and takeout shots near the tee line is not releasing in the
desired manner. The type of shot governs the speed at which the curler
leaves the hack, whereas the release zone should remain relatively
constant. Curlers on competitive teams should strive to develop a
similar release zone. When all four players release in the same
manner and in the same zone their stones should react in a similar
manner. It is much easier for the skip to determine the amount of ice
required for specific shots when all four curlers’ stones react in a
similar manner. If one curler uses the same release motion but in a much earlier zone, their stones will have more
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time to curl. As a result of an early release they may require more ice. To develop similar slides from the hack, the
team should determine the ideal zone for their team. Factors that will influence how far a curler slides include: the
force one pushes from the hack, the quickness of the slider and the amount of friction produced by the trailing
foot. The stone must be released before it crosses the hog line. Curlers should be advised to develop a release
point that is well back of the line. Occasionally you may drive too hard out of the hack and need this extra space
in order to release without violating the hog line.
Follow Through
A proper follow through requires that the eyes concentrate on the skip’s brush, the throwing arm reaches forward
and the sliding motion continues behind the stone. The throwing arm, hand and fingers are still pointing along the
line of delivery to the brush until the stone is at least a meter away from the release point.
Many shots may be unsuccessful as a result of an improper follow through. Actions such as quickly dropping the
throwing hand or attempting to stand up immediately after release can affect a shot if they commence just prior to
release. The throwing hand dropping to the ice after
release often indicates a balance problem. A quick motion at
follow through may make the release of the stone
inconsistent. You are urged to allow the slide to
come to a
stop and to then stand up. Curlers who put their hands or
knees on the ice at the end of their
delivery may cause flat
spots on the ice. The heat of the body may slightly melt the
ice producing a flat
spot. When a stone moves over a flat
spot on the ice the direction and line may be affected. The
stone will
act as if there is a piece of debris under the
stone.
(“pick”)

Other Delivery Facts
Line of Delivery
The line of delivery is a line extending from the hack foot to the skip’s brush at the playing end. During the course
of a curling game, the target is moved across the sheet. You should visualize an imaginary line running from the
target to the middle of their hack foot. To correctly deliver a stone at the target, you must position both your body
and the stone on this line.
Body Alignment – Stance
Step into the hack from behind the hack with the hack foot pointed at the skip’s brush. Stepping in from behind
ensures that not only is the foot pointed at the target, but also the hips and shoulders are square to the line of
delivery. When you assume the stance position, ensure that you drop down squarely so that your hips are even
and square to the brush. The hack knee points to the brush and the sliding foot is parallel to the line of delivery.
Stone Alignment
An important yet frequently overlooked factor is the positioning of the stone. The stone is positioned so that the
line of delivery bisects the stone. Remember that the line runs from the target to the hack foot. The hack foot and
stone are both on the line of delivery. During the pull back motion and the forward slide the stone must not deviate
from this line. The sliding foot is directed down the line of delivery towards the target.
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It is important that you understand how to control the weight (speed) of the curling stone relative to the shot
requested. Weight control skills should be developed after you have spent time practicing line of delivery skills
and the release of both turns.
Take-Out Weights
In order to increase weight (speed from the hack) for take-out shots, you must apply more thrust or leg drive. This
can be accomplished by:
• Positioning the gripper foot higher in the hack.
• Transferring the body weight further back in the pullback motion.
• Planting body weight on sliding foot during stop.
• Delaying the sliding foot during forward movement.
• Increase leg drive from the hack.
The position of the hack foot will vary with the amount of
momentum required to make the desired shot. For draw shots
on quick ice the hack foot may need to be placed deep in the
hack.
With the foot deep in the hack your ability to drive out of the
hack will be reduced. For shots requiring increased
momentum, leg drive can be increased by placing the ball of
the gripper foot higher in the hack. This higher position will
ensure that the ball of the foot has a solid foundation to push
against. During the pullback motion for takeout weights, the hips must remain low and move further backward. As
a result of the hips moving further back the sliding foot must move further back to support the weight of the hips,
so that the body doesn’t tip over backward. The sliding foot should move straight back. At all times, the sliding foot
must remain pointing at the target. The hack foot may actually rock out of the hack as the body weight is
transferred to the sliding foot
At the beginning of the forward motion, both knees bend slightly. This knee
bend causes the upper body to lean forward and starts the stone moving
forward. The shoulders and upper body move forward. The sliding foot stays
back as long as possible before beginning the forward motion. The longer the
sliding foot stays in the back position the stronger the effect of weight transfer.
Therefore, the heavier the desired weight, the longer the sliding foot remains
back. The sliding foot, after staying behind the hack, quickly moves forward to
take its position behind the stone. In order to move
quickly enough on heavy
weight hits, the foot may actually be lifted off the ice in order to increase the
speed of movement and to facilitate its positioning.
Weight Control – Draw Shots
The majority of stone momentum in the no lift delivery is produced by leg drive and body weight transfer. The
muscles that produce this forward momentum are part of large muscle groups. These large muscle groups are
capable of producing stone and body momentum close to the desired weight. For finesse shots, close may not be
good enough. To apply a finer control of draw weight, some curlers use smaller muscle groups to fine tune the
control provided by large muscles. The curlers may add small amounts of stone momentum by using either an
arm extension or a shoulder drop.
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Fine Tuning Mechanism

Finesse shots require a slightly different mechanism for adjusting the weight (speed) of the stone. The large
muscles of the throwing shoulder and arm and the leg drive from the hack are used to make major weight
adjustments. The smaller muscles of the arm are used to make minor weight adjustments in draw weight. What
do we mean by minor adjustments? A minor adjustment is perhaps the difference of 3 to 6 feet. It is difficult to
make minor adjustments with large muscle groups. To make small weight adjustments, curlers use a fine tuning
mechanism.
The two major methods to achieve fine tuning are using an arm extension or a lowering of the upper body. Using
the arm extension method, the curler will develop a bend in the throwing elbow once balance has been achieved.
As the curler is approaching the release area and is applying the rotation on the handle, the curler will extend their
arm. If the weight of the delivered stone is correct, the curler will extend their arm at the same speed as the stone
is traveling. They have not applied any extra weight to the stone. If the curler determines that the stone is not
traveling quickly enough, the curler will extend their arm faster than the stone is traveling. This extension will add
some weight to the stone. If the curler determines that the stone is traveling too quickly, they need to slide farther
than normal and this extra distance will decrease the momentum of the stone. Curlers would be well advised to
develop a release zone that is well back from the hog line. Incorporating this extra room into the delivery allows
the curler to occasionally slide farther if needed without fear of violating the hog line. In order to use an arm
extension as a fine tuning mechanism, the curler must keep the upper body high during the forward slide. A high
upper body position also allows the wrist to be maintained in a high position so that the turn can be applied
around the centre axis of the stone.
Another method used to add a small amount of weight is a shoulder or upper body drop. The curler slides forward
with the upper body in a high position during the final release motion and lowers his/her upper body. If the curler
determines that an additional amount of stone speed is required, the curler will lower the upper body faster than
normal.
Balance - The Foundation of a Good Delivery
The term "balance" in the curling delivery means the body is balanced over the sliding foot. Your athletic ability will
dictate to some degree the level of balance that can be achieved. No matter what your ability, though, balance is
still a key component. Some people can balance perfectly on their sliding foot with no pressure on the rock or
broom. This is preferred but is not necessary for most curlers to enjoy the game. For most of us, balance simply
means not favoring either side (rock side or broom side) during the delivery. A little pressure here and there on the
rock or sliding device is not a problem. Balance allows the body to slide more upright. The more the body is
upright, the straighter the slide becomes. A straight slide will produce a straight "line of delivery". Refer to the Line
of delivery Section for more information.
Power Generation
There are four key power generators in the delivery. They must exist each time you throw a rock.





Weight Shift
Body Drop
Leg Drive
Arm Extension
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Timing Systems

A General Comparison
Near Hog-Line
to Far Hog-Line

Near Back-Line
to Near Hog-Line

Near Back-Line
to Far T-Line

12.00 seconds

3.30 seconds

24.80 seconds

13.00 seconds

3.50 seconds

26.50 seconds

14.00 seconds

3.70 seconds

28.20 seconds

15.00 seconds

3.90 seconds

29.90 seconds

Take-Out Weights
Weight

Near Hog-Line
to Far Hog-Line

Weight

Near Hog-Line
to Far Hog-Line

Peel

7.0 - 8.5 seconds

Bumper

10.5 - 11.5 seconds

Normal

8.5 - 9.5 seconds

Hack

11.5 - 12.5 seconds

Control

9.5 - 10.5 seconds

Back-Line +

12.5 - 13.5 seconds



Use times as both a shooting and a sweeping tool.



Develop “muscle memory” by using interval times – always have a number “in your head” when
you’re shooting and learn how hard to come out of the hack. On 3.4 second ice (back line to tee),
.1 second = 6 feet at target end. Using “long times” (near hog line to far tee line), .5 seconds = 6
feet.



If 3.4 seconds (back line to tee) is tee line weight
◦ 3.5 will be a tight guard
◦ 3.6 and 3.7 will be longer guards
◦ 3.3 will be back line weight
◦ 3.2 will hack weight
◦ 3.1 will be board / bumper weight
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TIMING ROCKS: MANY METHODS... WHICH ONE TO CHOOSE?
FRENCH

We may use the stopwatch to evaluate the draw weight and the take out weights. In this article, I will describe the
use of stopwatch for draw weight. I will write about the use of stopwatch for take out weights in the next issue. I
first remind you that the higher the time observed, the faster the ice is. That is the faster the ice, the slower runs
the rock and then higher is the time. We have used the stopwatch since the seventies, and many methods have
been developed:
1. from the back line to stop
2. from the 1st hog line to stop
3. from the 1st hog line to the 2nd hog line
4. from the back line to the 2nd hog line
5. from the back line to the 1st hog line
Each of these five methods shows some advantages and disadvantages. These are all effective methods. The
goal of this article is to help you make an enlightened and judicious choice.
METHOD 1:
From the back line to stop
We start the stopwatch when the rock reaches the first back line, and we stop it when the rock stops. If the stone
stops at the right place (in front of the « T »), the time is good. If the rock stops in front of the house, we add one
half of a second to the time we got for each 5 feet we need (0.1 sec. per foot). Since two good brushers may
make the rock move about 10 feet more, which means one second, we throw without consideration for tenth of
second. Good curlers throw rocks within half of a second, never within tenth of a second. Then a rock stopping
one or two feet in front of the house misses the target by about 5 feet or half of a second ; if your stopwatch
shows 26.5 sec., you add 0.5 sec. which give you a 27 sec. draw weight
ADVANTAGES:
1. The time obtained by this method is higher than the time of the other methods; than, the reference you get is
more precise.
2. It is easy for the skip to start the stopwatch at the back line and than concentrates on the line of throw and the
release. When skipping, I like to time the rocks to have my own references rather than referring only on the
brushers' time
DISADVANTAGES:
1. Since the curlers don’t have the same technique, the time from the back line and the hog line may be slightly
different from one to the other. As far as I am concerned, the difference in time is insignificant since it consists of
tenth of second and we throw within half of second.
2. If the rock is thrown with the right weight, but touches a stationary stone, the time we get is not valuable; we
have to forget it and time the next rock. This comment is right, but there are always other stones to time.
METHOD 2:
From the 1st hog line to stop
This method is similar to the first one but the stopwatch is started at the hog line.
ADVANTAGES:
1. This approach eliminates the drawback of the first method, which is a slight difference in time from one player
to another.
2. The time we get is about 3.5 seconds less than the time obtained with the first method, but remains a precise
reference.
DISADVANTAGES:
1. It is difficult for the skip to start the stopwatch at the hog line, since he is concentrating on the line of throw and
the release of the thrower; there are too many tasks to perform at the same time and more errors occur. With this
method, the skip almost has to rely on the brushers to get feedback on draw weight.
2. Same as the second disadvantage of the first method: if the running stone touches a stationary rock, the time
we get is no good and we have to time another rock.
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METHOD 3:
From the 1st hog line to the 2nd hog line

The stopwatch is started at the 1st hog line and stopped at the 2nd one. We than eliminate the problems of
the two first method.
ADVANTAGES:
1. As mentioned for method 2, the technical differences between curlers do not influence the time shown on the
stopwatch.
2. The time shown on the stopwatch is good even if the running stone touches a stationary rock as oppose to the
methods 1 and 2.
DISADVANTAGE:
1. The time we get is very short, about twice shorter than the time we have with method 1.
METHOD 4:
From the back line to the 2nd hog line
This approach combines methods 1 and 3. It offers very few advantages. Even though the time we get is higher
than the time we get with method 3 from about 3.5 seconds, it remains imprecise. Moreover, the 3.5 added
seconds is questionable.
ADVANTAGES:
1. This method is easier than the previous one to utilize for the skip.
2. The time shown is slightly higher than the one found with the previous method (about 3.5 seconds).
3. As for the previous method, the time we got is good even if the running stone touches a stationary rock.
DISADVANTAGES:
As mentioned for method 3, the time obtained is still short and gives a vague reference.
METHOD 5:
From the back line to the 1st hog line
I already wrote on this method in the October 2000 Issue page 20. The article was called: “Searching for Draw
Weight?” This method consists in starting the stopwatch at the back line and stopping it at the 1st hog line. One
tenth of a second is comparable to half of second regarding methods 1 and 2 or one tenth of a second
approximately corresponds to 5 feet.
ADVANTAGES:
1. not only is this method useful to the thrower, but also to the sweepers.
2. It rapidly shows the technical differences within team-mates
3. It identifies the slower and/or the faster rocks and help matching the rocks.
4. This method may be used with any of the other methods.
DISADVANTAGES:
1. The time is very short.
2. It demands a high level of concentration since we play with tenth of second. Allow me to write about my
preferences. As you probably feel, my preference goes with method 1. Despite the disadvantages, I like it for the
precision of the references we get. When I skip, I like to have my own timing and I want to start the stopwatch at
the back line to be free when watching the line of throw and the release. It is also possible and advisable to
combine method 5 with method 1 or any other method of your choice. Doing so, start the stopwatch at the back
line and stop it at the 1st hog line using the « LAP » button, have a look at the time, restart the stopwatch pushing
the same « LAP » button and stop the stopwatch when the rock comes to rest. This way you have the time of
method 1. If you haven’t been using these method, try them and make your choice; you will improve your game.
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Delivery Analysis and Correction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
At the intermediate and advanced levels of curling, consistency is the key to success. To develop a good,
consistent delivery, a curler needs assistance in the identification and correction of faults in the delivery.
Such analysis is difficult for the untrained eye of the inexperienced coach. Even a trained eye may have trouble
identifying faults without a definite procedure to follow. For example, many coaches become ineffective by trying
to remedy several problems simultaneously, without ranking them in order of importance. You must
therefore remember to correct faults in order, from most important to least important, and to work on one problem
at a time unless the imperfections are closely related. Categorizing faults will help you identify them. There are
three major types or areas of faults addressed in skill analysis. In order of importance, the four areas are balance,
timing, line of delivery, and release. In addition to describing a major fault, you must be aware of methods for
detecting and correcting the fault. First, the coach will determine for each curler whether he has a major fault; if he
does, prescribe the proper techniques for correcting the fault. After major faults have been eliminated, you can
focus on minor faults. The ability to detect and correct common delivery faults is developed through a combination
of experience and following a definite analysis procedure. To allow coaches to focus on specific aspects of the
delivery, the specific skills have been divided into the following categories:
- Stance
- Lines of Delivery
- Forward Slide
- Complete Delivery
- Backswing and Forward Swing
Coaches may wish to use their "Common Curling Delivery Faults" checklist graph to assist them with their
"detection and correction" skills.

Stance
The first time you observe a delivery, focus on the stance. As you see the player setup in the hack, review the
elements of a good stance. A technically sound stance position will eliminate a few common delivery faults.
1. Make sure to check if the curler has the brush too far forward. Coaches will remember the brush should be
adjacent to the sliding foot.
2. Check to see if the curler has positioned the brush too far back in the stance position.
3. The coach should immediately notice if a curler has placed the sliding foot too far to the side. It should be
adjacent to the sliding foot and parallel to the line of delivery.
The final stance position demonstrates an even distribution of body weight between both legs. The sliding foot
should be flat on the ice with the majority of body weight being supported by the hack leg.

Forward Slide
In the forward slide aspect, of delivery you may wish to observe each delivery demonstration three times.
1. The curler who starts with the brush too far forward in the stance will encounter difficulty using it for
balance in the forward slide.
2. A brush held too far back may cause balance and line of delivery problems.
3. Coaches should be quick to pick up on the common mistake of applying leg drive prior to ensuring
balance. Delaying leg drive slightly will provide better balance.
4. Curlers who bring the sliding foot across their body too quickly develop line of
delivery problems and some difficulty with balance. Slowly directing the sliding foot down the line of delivery is
recommended.
5. A common balance problem is caused by having the sliding foot too far forward which causes the curler
to lean on the back leg for balance. A slow slide focusing on full extension of the body is advised. The curler who
applies leg drive too quickly or doesn't ensure proper placement of the sliding foot may be faced with this type of
balance problem.
6. The lack of complete extension and a lower slide position is quite common and requires a slow
methodical approach to improve technique. Also remember, a lower body position is safer.
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7. The "feeling" for complete extension may be developed away from the ice area or without actually
leaving the hack. Simply extend forward into the slide position.

8. A curler who places too much weight on the back leg with the back foot toed out may cause the sliding
foot to be positioned with the toe in. A slight weight transfer during the slide from the hack leg to sliding leg will
help improve balance.
9. The coach must encourage the curler to use the brush as much as necessary to ensure a well balanced
slide.

Backward and Forward Movement
1. Both legs must assist in elevating the hips.
2. Coaches must ensure that both the stone and the sliding foot move back in a straight line and the movement of
the foot should be compact.
3. The lateral drift is a common line of delivery problem that is often caused by taking the sliding foot back too far
to the side. Now, when the sliding foot accelerates forward it may cross the body and line of delivery. This
improper technique may also cause balance problems.
4. One of the most common mistakes a developing curler makes is to bring the sliding foot out beside the stone.
This may cause balance, release and line of delivery problems. Remember the sliding foot must delay as the
stone accelerates forward.

Line of Delivery and Release
1. Coaches must always check the correct placement of the stone in accordance with the skip's broom to ensure
correct line of delivery.
2. The incorrect directional positioning of the feet and legs is more subtle than that of the stone but equally
capable of causing line of delivery problems.
3. One of the most difficult skill analysis tasks for a coach is to detect a sliding foot that comes in and under the
body too quickly. The result is usually a slight lateral drift and therefore difficulty with line of delivery. It may also
produce balance problems. The key word in correcting the sliding foot movement is gradual.
4. The sliding foot going too far back or to the side in the backward movement may also produce some loss of
balance, lateral drift and line of delivery problems. Remember the sliding foot should go straight back.
5. The incorrect placement of the stone may cause a crooked backward movement of the stone which results in
the stone not following a straight line of delivery to the broom.
6. Many curlers encounter release problems caused by an incorrect grip. The placement of the thumb on top of
the handle may produce a palm up, outside release.
7. It is very important that coaches stress the importance of starting the delivery with sufficient adjustment to the
handle of the stone and then maintaining that adjustment until the point of release.
8. The very gradual application of turn is very common and contributes to the tendency of turning the in turn "in".
The release should be positive and applied over approximately one meter of the slide.
9. The out turn spinner is often caused by not stopping the outward rotation of the wrist and forearm as the hand
reaches the handshake follow through position.
10. Lack of follow through upon completion of release is indicative of poor balance and produces considerable
inconsistency in release and weight control skills.

Complete Deliveries – Multiple Faults
In most deliveries you will notice more than one fault being demonstrated. It is important for the coach to be able
to prioritize the faults for correction purposes. Try to identify the main faults the first time you see the complete
delivery.
1. If you observe the sliding foot coming out beside the stone, thus causing some balance problems including too
much weight on the back leg, you would want to deal with these concerns prior to focusing on line of delivery or
release.
2. The incorrect positioning of the stone and body will produce a line of delivery problem that the coach will want
to address prior to correcting grip and release.
3. A lateral drift and line of delivery problem caused by bringing the sliding foot in too fast demands the coach's
immediate attention. A dead handled in turn can be dealt with later.
4. Coaches will want to remember that a lack of follow through is often caused by a loss of balance at release.
Balance is the key objective in all coaching sessions.
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SKILL ANALYSIS MENTAL CHECKLIST

ATHLETE’S NAME:
Delivery Assessment (1 = well done; 2 = fine tune; 3 = needs work; 4 = re-learn)
Assess

Priority

Comments

DELIVERY COMPONENT A
Stance
Rock alignment
Body alignment
Grip
DELIVERY COMPONENT B
Press
Hip elevation
Pull back of rock
Backward movement of sliding foot
Backswing general
DELIVERY COMPONENT C
Forward slide of rock
Timing: rock/foot
Forward movement of sliding foot
Balance
Extension
DELIVERY COMPONENT D
Line of delivery – body
Line of delivery – stone
Drift
Body & arm position prior to release
Clockwise release
Counterclockwise release
Follow through
GENERAL EXECUTION
Hitting skill
Drawing skill
Finesse skill
Weight control
General Comments:

General Comments:
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COMMON CURLING DELIVERY FAULTS

What’s the fault?
BALANCE

What did you see?
• unsteadiness

Guess what caused it?

Now let’s improve it!

• incorrect position of sliding
Foot

• forward slide without a stone
• focus on sliding foot

• failure to completely extend

complete extension of body

• excess weight on brush

• incorrect position of sliding
Foot and incorrect use of brush
under sternum

• ensure sliding foot placed

• excess weight on trailing
Leg

• incorrect position of sliding foot

• review use of brush

• lateral drift

• timing/direction of sliding foot
movement

• develop timing/direction of sliding foot

• hand on ice at release

• excess leg drive

• gradual progression of acceleration

• lateral drift

• sliding foot under the body too
fast or across line of delivery poor
balance

• gradual movement of sliding
foot toward the line of delivery

(correct placement of the sliding
foot and complete extension
• partial extension
of the body)

LINE OF DELIVERY
(Directing the stone and sliding
foot at the skip's broom)

• sliding foot should go
straight back in backswing
• sliding foot beside stone

• sliding foot did not delay at
the beginning of the forward slide

• ensure the sliding foot delays
in the forward swing
• practice without stone

• backswing not straight

• forward swing not
straight

• sliding foot not on line of

• incorrect position of the stone

place the stone in accordance with
the skips broom for every delivery

• failure to keep the stone on
the line of delivery

• focus on keeping the stone
on the line of delivery
during the forward swing and slide

• incorrect positioning of the
feet in the stance

• positioning of the feet
parallel to the line of
delivery in the stance
• practice directing the sliding
foot at a target inside the
hog line without a stone
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What did you see?
RELEASE

• no rotation of stone

Guess what caused it?
• not enough handle adjustment

Now let’s improve it!
• proper grip

• incorrect grip
(correct grip, handle adjustment, release
release motion and follow through)

• early rotation of stone
• lack of rotation of wrist and
forearm
• not a positive release
Over rotation of stone

• too fast a release motion
• loss of balance at release

• recommended handle
Adjustment
• stone on line of delivery
• straight back
straight forward
• consistent point of release
• maintain handle adjustment
until release

• over-rotation of wrist and
forearm
• no handshake follow through
• turned inside
(outside in)

• incorrect grip - incorrect
follow through
• too slow a release motion
• not enough handle
adjustment
• early rotation of stone
• incorrect position of stone
• backward motion not straight
• forward push straight

• flipped out
(inside out)

• incorrect grip
• not enough handle
adjustment
• incorrect position of stone
• backswing not straight
• incorrect follow through
• too fast a release motion

• inconsistent curl

• inconsistent point of release
• inconsistent or incorrect
follow through
• inconsistent or incorrect
release motion
• loss of balance at release

• inconsistent weight
Control

• inconsistent point of release
• inconsistent or incorrect
follow through
• inconsistent or incorrect
release motion
• loss of balance at release

• positive release
• handshake follow through

• balance at release
• 2-3 revolutions of the
stone in the length of the ice

• incorrect follow through • loss of balance
• incorrect release motion
• no handshake
• missing broom

• any of the above
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THINGS TO WATCH FOR WHEN YOU OR YOUR TEAMMATES ARE PLAYING GAMES:

DELIVERY

• Balance
• Line of direction
• Weight thrown for shot called
• Release and release point
• Amount of turn

SWEEPING

• Power
• Length of stroke
• Speed of stroke
• Proximity to rock

COMMUNICATION

• Between all players
• Between sweepers
• Between sweepers and skip
• Between sweepers and thrower

ICE READING AND
STRATEGY

• Amount of ice (enough or too much)
• Correct turn called
• Correct shot called
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SKILLS ASSESSMENT
GAME SITUATION

The coaches will provide comments on the individual skills and attitudes displayed as they relate to
concentration, ice reading, opposition analysis, supportive roles, communication, confidence and
general attitude during competition.
PLAYER’S NAME: ________________________________ TEAM:__________________________
POSITION: ____________________
Concentration: _____________________________________________________________________

Ice reading:________________________________________________________________________

Opposition analysis: ________________________________________________________________

Supportive roles: ___________________________________________________________________

Communication: ____________________________________________________________________

Confidence: ________________________________________________________________________

General attitude: ____________________________________________________________________
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SWEEPING ASSESSMENT FORM
Individual Drill

PLAYER’S NAME: _____________________________________________________
POSITION: ________________________________ TEAM: __________________________________

Sweeping Assessment (1 = well done; 2 = fine tune; 3 = needs work; 4 = re-learn)
Individual Skills

Assessment

Comments

Body Position
Grip
Footwork
Stroke
Strength
Speed
Stamina
Partner Skills
Body Position
Stroke
Footwork
Judging Skills
Communication Skills
General Comments:
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ANALYSIS - DELIVERY
PLAYER’S NAME: ____________________________ POSITION: _______________________________

TEAM: _____________________________
Delivery Assessment (1 = well done; 2 = fine tune; 3 = needs work; 4 = re-learn)
Initial positioning of rock and body
Development suggestion

_______

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Overall backward movement
Development suggestion

_______
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Forward movements
Development suggestion

________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Balance and extension
Development suggestion

_________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Line of Delivery
Development suggestion

_________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Body and arm position at release
Development suggestion
Clockwise release
Development suggestion

_________

________________________________________________________________
_________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Counterclockwise release
Development suggestion

_________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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FINAL ASSESSMENT

COMPONENTS:

Delivery, weight control, weight judgment, sweeping communication,
concentration, attitude.

ASSESSMENT:

No Improvement (NI) Some Improvement (SI) Great Improvement (GI)

Lead

Second

Third

Skip

Delivery
Weight Control
Weight Judgment
Sweeping
Communication
Concentration
Attitude
Team – General Comments
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Setup Checklist and Rationale

Performance Factors During Setup
 Approach hack from behind in a standing position

 Place ball of gripper foot on back of hack, with toe, and
knee aligned to target





Heel of sliding foot placed at approximate level of
gripper toe, flat on the ice, parallel to gripper foot line of
delivery
Even weight distribution between both feet

Rationale









 Hips and Shoulders are square on vertical and
horizontal planes



 Balance arm/device is positioned to ensure shoulders
are square and stability is ensured
 Brush head up and even with the stone with the handle
extended across the small of the back.




 Grip is firm, wrist is high, and hand is at least 1 inch
back from the gooseneck of the handle.
 Stone is set to proper rotation:
 10 o’clock position for clockwise
 2 o’clock position for counter-clockwise



 Stone positioned on the line of delivery (centre of the
stone is in front of the throwing arm pit)



 Throwing arm comfortably extended in front of the body
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To ensure body alignment to the target
Clearly visualize target and receive skip instruction
To utilize slope of hack for power production during leg
drive in forward slide
To ensure body alignment to the target
To ensure stability in the set up.
To ensure correct body alignment to the target
To ensure stability
To allow for both legs to be used during elevation of the
hips.
To ensure proper body and stone alignment towards
target
To ensure stability during movement.
To ensure proper body alignment towards target

To ensure you have control over the stone and so that
the turn is imparted over the centre of the stone.
To ensure adequate rotation upon release

To ensure the stone alignment is on the same path as
the body alignment
To ensure the stone is positioned properly prior to
starting the movement phase.

Pull-back Checklist & Rationale
Performance Factors during the Pull-back
Phase

Rationale

 Forward press is a slight movement of stone along line
of delivery (optional)




 Both legs lift to elevate hips





 The height of hip elevation is optimal with hack leg still
bent and hips are square & parallel to the ice


 Hips remain aligned and stable as body weight moves
back
 Sliding foot moves back proportionally to the hips and
straight back remaining flat on the ice and parallel to the
hack foot






 Stone moves back in a straight line



 Pause of hips at the end of the pull-back motion




 Shoulders remain level and square throughout all
movement



 Handle of stone remains rotated to the appropriate
position throughout all movement
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Mental trigger for athlete to start movement
To ensure shoulders remain square and aligned to
target
For ease of elevation
Ensures hips remain aligned to the intended target
Bent knee of hack leg ensures that the athlete will be
able to produce leg drive in the next phase
Hips square will ensure athlete remains aligned to
target
Ensures stability of hips
Ensures proper alignment to the intended target
Ensure body weight is distributed evenly and hips
aligned to the intended target.
Sliding foot straight back ensure no rotation in the hips
and shoulders that will cause misalignment
Ensure that the stone remains on the delivery path
Prepares the athlete for the next phase of delivery
Allows for proper timing of hips, sliding foot and stone in
the next phase
Ensure body remains on delivery path and that optimal
balance is maintained
To ensure sufficient rotation upon release

Forward Slide Checklist & Rationale
Performance Factors during the Forward
Slide Phase

Rationale

 Stone motion precedes the sliding foot’s forward
motion



 Stone motion forward is in a straight line directed
towards target
 Hack foot pointed at target when leg drive is
applied
 Application of leg drive occurs at proper time and
is shot dependent - body should be in a balanced
position with hips ahead of the hack foot and
sliding foot under vertical axis of body



To ensure stone is projected on the intended delivery path



To ensure body is projected on the intended delivery path

 Hips and sliding foot are moving forward together







 Sliding foot moving gradually in under the center
of gravity of body



 Final position of sliding foot under the vertical axis
of the body





 Body and rock maintain position on Delivery Path
 Upright body position



 Throwing arm position extended and slightly bent
throughout forward slide





 Balance arm has brush positioned with handle
extended toward small of back and head of brush
slightly ahead of stone



 Trailing leg extends fully to a comfortable position
straight behind the body





To ensure both stone and body are on the intended
delivery path

To ensure a balanced forward slide with the optimal body
speed/momentum of the athlete

Hips remain aligned to target
Weight distribution on both feet
Ensure sequencing to allow for proper positioning when
extending into final delivery position
Ensures proper positioning of hips and foot keeping the
athlete on the delivery path. If the sliding foot moves in too
quickly, the hips may rotate cause the athlete to deviated
from their proper delivery path
Ensures proper balance during the delivery
Ensures proper alignment along the delivery path
Ensure successful release of stone at the target
Ensures proper grip and ability to put proper rotation on the
stone
Ensure ability to move rock forward
Ensure ability to control rock in the delivery and maintain
proper position
Ensures ability for athlete to add an extension at release
for fine-tuning weight adjustment
Allows the athlete to maintain square shoulder throughout
forward slide
Ensure brush is in a position to be used if the athlete needs
to use the brush for assisted balance
Ensures proper alignment as the athlete slides forward
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Release Checklist and Rationale
Performance Factors During Release

Rationale

 Arm is slightly bent in forward slide

•

Will allow for extension to occur upon release

 Handle is turned 60° during set up

•

To ensure 2.5-3 rotations upon release (for a draw
shot)

 Handle is kept turned 60° during forward slide

•

To ensure 2.5-3 rotations upon release (for a draw
shot)

 Stone position is a maximum of 12” in front of sliding foot
entering release

•

Ensures that stone is kept close enough to curler to
allow for a high wrist

 Wrist position remains high above the stone handle

•

To impart turn over the centre of the stone

 Handle is turned to 12 o’clock position upon release

•

To ensure 2.5-3 rotations upon release (for a draw
shot)

 Fingers and thumb leave handle at the same time

•

To ensure a balanced rotation is applied to the stone

 Hand finishes in a downward handshake position

•

Allows for a clean, consistent release with a
predictable rotation
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Brushing Checklist & Rationale
Performance Factors during Brushing

Rationale

 Athletes equipment is in good condition and
works well for them

-

 Knees bent with weight on balls of feet, feet out
beyond the hips

-

 Bent at waist with head directly over top of the
brush head

-

 Grip has 1/3 and 2/3 position or as adapted to
suit the athlete’s height

-

Ensure athlete is in a position to use body weight for
pressure and for the arms to work at maximum speed

 Open Stance – foot motion is cross-country
skiing, athlete remains on balls of feet

-

Ensures athletes can maintain the same momentum of the
rock as it travels down the ice

 Athlete is in a position to see the away end of
the ice.

-

Ensure athletes can see any hand signals by the skip and
ability to judge the speed of the stone

 Scrubbing motion is quick, compact, side to side
and directly in front of the stone

-

 Substantial downward pressure on the brush
which remains constant during travel down the
ice

-

Most effective brushing is in front of the stone’s running
surface, brushing strokes wider than that are wasting
energy and are not affecting the stone.
Effective brushers will have downward pressure on the
brush at ALL times when brushing.

 The brush stroke is close to the stone or the
other athlete’s brush

-

 Communication is ongoing

-

 Brushers are looking up and down

-

 Timing Devices are being used appropriately

-

-

-

Ensures that the athlete is keeping the playing surface
clean and free of debris.
Ensures the athlete has equipment they can use to ensure
maximum effectiveness
Ensures athlete using body weight to apply pressure on the
brush
Ensures athlete using body weight to apply pressure on the
brush
Gets athlete in a position to see the other end of the ice

 Closed Stance - Foot motion is side-step and
athlete remains on balls of feet

Brushing too far ahead of the stone is counter-productive
as any of the effects on the ice surface (slight melting) will
have diminished by the time the stone reaches the path
that has been brushed
Weight must be communicated so that skip may correctly
call line
Continual judgment of weight is critical to successful shot
execution
Tool used to aid brushers in initial weight judgment
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DELIVERY DESCRIPTION QUESTIONS: As much detail as possible. No detail is unimportant!
1) Where do you stand to receive the signals from the skip?
2) When do you clean the running surface of the stone?
3) Where do you clean the running surface of the stone?
4) Describe the process you employ in cleaning the running surface.
5) How do you approach the hack to assume the stance/hack position?
6) Do you adjust any clothing or equipment when you are settling into the hack position and if so, describe the
adjustment(s)?
7. When setting the line of delivery, describe the part(s) involved in the process.
8) What part of the sole of your foot touches the sloped portion of the hack?
9) What portion of the sloped portion of the hack (assume a Marco hack) do you use to position your foot?
10) Where do you place your sliding foot relative to the hack foot when you are in the hack position?
11) Is your sliding foot toed out or straight in the hack position?
12) In which direction does you hack knee point in the hack position?
13) When you raise your hips in the pull back stage of the no back swing delivery or in the back swing of the back
swing delivery, how high do you raise them?
14) In the pull back portion of the no back swing delivery, how far to you take you hips back?
15) To what point do you pull the stone in the no back swing delivery?
16) What is the position of the upper body in the hack position?
17) What are you thinking about when you are in the hack position?
18) Where is the sliding device (relative to the stone) in the hack position?
19) If your sliding device is a brush, where on the handle is hand placed relative to the head of the brush?
20) How are your fingers positioned on the handle of the stone?
21) Where is your thumb positioned?
22) Are your fingers touching one another or are they apart?
23) Where is the stone positioned relative to your hack foot or the hack itself?
24) Where do you position the gooseneck of the handle when you set up for each of the rotations?
25) Describe you breathing pattern in the hack.
26) Do you use a forward press and if so, describe it.
27) Describe carefully the movement of the sliding foot in the pull back (or back swing) portion of the delivery and
then in the forward movement.
28) What muscle groups do you employ in the leg drive portion of the delivery?
29) In the slide portion of the delivery where is the sliding foot positioned relative to the base of the sternum and
the mid-line of the body?
30) How is the weight of the body distributed on the sole of the sliding foot?
31) How do you position the trail leg in the slide?
32) In the slide, is the sliding foot straight or toed out?
33) Where is the sliding device relative to the stone in the slide?
34) Where is the sliding device relative to the stone at the point of release?
35) What is the position of the wrist?
36) Do you use the same grip for both rotations? If not, how do they differ?
37) How far do you slide from the time you begin to rotate the stone until it’s released?
38) Relative to the hog line, where do you release the stone?
39) Do the release points of all shots (regardless of weight) coincide? If not, how do they differ?
40) Do you count the number of rotations on your draw shots? If yes, how many rotations do you apply?
41) What is the position of the gooseneck of the stone at the point of release?
42) Immediately following the release of the stone, where do you focus your eyes?
43) Immediately following the release of the stone, what is the position of the hand?
44) How long do you remain in your slide position?
45) After release, do you verbally provide information on the initial quality of the shot to your brushers? If so, what
information do you provide?
46) What mechanical changes do you make to vary the weight of the stone from long guards through to peel
weight?
47) Do you ask for input following shots? If so, what form does the input take and from whom do you seek it?
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PRACTICE
Like many sports, practicing the curling delivery and skills is an important part of developing the needed
consistency required to make shots on a regular basis. The curling delivery is very complex and it is not
something most of us do very often.
Practice looks different for each skill level. For example, novice curlers practice balance, stability and basic weight
control. Intermediate curlers practice balance, Body Drop, release and weight control. Advanced curlers practice
balance, release, tempo and precise weight control.
Why We Practice
Practice makes us better at a given skill. The repetition of the doing something over and over engrains the
behavior or mechanics into muscle memory. Proper practice can make any skill instinctual. Most skills can be
performed properly when you have the opportunity to think it through thoroughly. It's when you're "in the moment"
that most skills are lost. When you can't thoroughly think through the skill process, you revert back to whatever
your body is comfortable with. Practice can change this. So, if you want to make the big shot to win the game
under pressure, you'll need to make the proper delivery instinctual.
Simply throwing proper practice rocks at the club will train your body to recognize a proper delivery and develop
the muscle memory. Throwing practice rocks can also be a trap where bad habits can be reinforced. This chapter
describes some specific practice techniques that will help you develop your skills.
There are two types of practice sessions;
1. Practice to make your team better
and
2. Practice to make your individual contribution to a team better
If you play on a regular team, the best practices are the ones with the entire team present.
If most of your curling is in leagues (on several different teams), then you may want to concentrate on the
following practice drills. First, find someone to practice with. Try and find someone who can reasonably assess
your skills and provide feedback to you. Practicing alone is only good for developing your balance and gives a
good sense of the overall delivery. The mistake many people make is trying to practice hitting the broom alone. It
is virtually impossible for you to determine precise accuracy and line of delivery from the throwing position. The
only way to accurately practice line of delivery is to throw at a broom held by a person who can provide you
feedback.
Individual Practice Drills
Remember, curling is a team sport. Practicing alone can hone only a few of the skills needed to be successful on
a team. The following practice dills can be done alone and greatly improve your shot-making. If possible, practice
on a freshly scraped sheet or a sheet that is close to game condition.
Drill #1 Balance All Levels
Since the fundamental component to a good delivery is balance, this drill is invaluable. Begin with your normal
stretching routine. Take a few practice slides followed by throwing a few rocks. This will loosen up the body for the
balance drill. Now, go back to sliding without the rock but this time raise the broom off the ice one inch as you
finish sliding. Keep your throwing hand at handle level without touching the ice. As you repeat the sliding drill,
begin raising the broom earlier and earlier until you can slide without the use of the broom from the back line
through the hog line. Finish the drill by throwing a few rocks. The broom must be off the ice at the back line.
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Drill #2 Weight Control All Levels
Try to practice weight on a sheet that is in game condition. This practice should be done by position to create your
"default weight". Leads should throw all eight rocks six feet short of the house as the sweepers can bring close if
desired. Seconds, thirds and skips should practice a default weight in the top twelve or just short. If conditions are
sub standard, usually slower, throw all eight rocks to the hog line. If you're not sure, and you have a practice
partner, split-time the draws. The split time from back line to nearer hog line should be between 3.50 and 3.80
seconds. Take-out weight can be practiced by setting up a few rocks in the house and removing them. Again, split
timing can help. The split on take outs should be between 2.75 and 3.10 seconds.
Drill #3 Drop Drill Intermediate Level
This drill helps with the body drop become instinctual. Setup in the number two, "hips up and back" position. This
is the "loaded" position ready for forward motion. From this position, move the rock and your body forward without
moving your sliding foot. Pick a point in front of the hack where the rock will touch before the sliding foot moves.
Start with a spot one foot from the hack. Remember, don't move your sliding foot until the rock reaches that point.
Once you feel comfortable, move the point out farther. This drill gets you into body drop form. You'll notice your
slide will become longer and more powerful with each adjustment.
Drill #4 Establish the Delivery Intermediate Level
The term "establish" refers here to point when the final, balanced delivery position has been achieved. From the
normal setup position, close you eyes and begin the normal delivery. When you are completely settled in the
balance, sliding position, open your eyes. This is the point where your delivery is established. It should be near
the tee line. Remember, to be established, you must be in the delivery position and balanced.
Drill #5 Hitting the Broom All Levels
Have a person hold the broom for you. Agree on what weight you would like to throw. Hack weight seems to work
well. Throw the rock back and forth with the other person changing the broom with each shot. Provide feedback
on the shot each time. If you throw hack or takeout weight, you can both use the same rock over and over. This is
a great practice drill because you begin to feel and see what its like to "hit the broom".
Team Practices (Advanced)
During team practices, a combination of mechanics and team related drills should dominate. If the entire team is
present, they have the opportunity to practice actual shots. This can be done by either setting up a particular shot
and throwing it over and over, or by playing the "perfect team".
The Designated Shot
Pick a shot that the team throws a lot. Execute the shot with full sweeping and line calling. Agree on a standard
for each shot. For example, three come-arounds in a row or three peels in a row or two freezes. This drill allows
the players to practice a common shot when the pressure is off. This goes along way when the pressure is on.
The "Perfect Team"
This refers to playing an imaginary team that does not miss any shots. It begins with the skip gathering a few
opponents' rocks at the house end. After your team throws a rock, the skip then determines what the perfect shot
would be and executes it by placing the opponent's rock in the perfect spot. The skip must play for both teams.
This drill is very valuable because it can simulate actual game conditions without the need for an opponent. A
word of caution when playing the perfect team. They're very good. Expect to give up multiple points. In fact, the
goal of this drill is to try and limit the perfect team to one or two points in each end.
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One-On-One, Two-On-Two, Etc.
Playing small games breaks up the monotony of any practice. As part of a practice, play a two end game of twoon-two (or one-on-one if you have another sheet available). To make the game even more interesting, do not
allow any takeouts. This forces the team to concentrate on finesse shots rather than "blasting". If a player takes a
rock out by mistake, it must be replaced. Once the rocks build up, it provides a good opportunity to practice
raises.
Four in the Four
With this drill, the goal for the team is to draw the four-foot, four times in a row. Start with the normal team line-up
at the beginning of an end. The lead throws a draw to the four-foot with the skip in position and the second and
vice sweeping. After the lead throws, the second throws and so on. Continue this until you have drawn the four
foot four consecutive times. If one person misses, you must start over. The purpose of this drill is two-fold, to see
and understand each delivery for sweeping purposes, and to simply practice drawing to the four-foot. It develops
a good sense of draw weight, what your sweepers are capable of, and good practice for the sweepers making
weight judgment calls.
This drill is harder than it sounds. Create a rule that does not allow the team to move to the next drill until four are
in the four. Pressure builds up with each four-foot draw.
Simulated Game
Have your coach simulate a game from beginning to end. Start with a real opponent. Choose a team that you will
play in competition. The coach should discuss the game plan before the game just as if you were about to play
them for real.
In the warm room, with your magnet board, have the team sit at a table with the skip facing the incoming shots.
Have the vice, second and third sit opposite the skip. This allows the players to visualize the game as it sets up
from their positions (skips see the game coming at them, the rest see it going away). The coach will act as the
opponent. The value of this drill is not individual shot calling, it's how the skip is thinking and making decisions.
The vice should be part of the decision process on skip's rocks and should be available for consultation if the skip
needs it.
It is not necessary to throw all shots. The most important part of this drill is:





The skip's thinking in the early, middle and late ends
The skips rock in all ends
The sixth end strategy (right after the break)
The closing strategy in ends eight through ten

This drill helps prepare your team for the thinking process in a real game.
Sweeping Anaerobics
Throw a rock with two sweepers. Sweep hard from hog to tee. After sweeping, immediately measure the heart
rates of the sweepers. This should drop quickly so the sweeper can throw a rock. Chart your progress. See
Sweeping and Conditioning in the Team Development Section for more information.
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TEAM DEVELOPMENT
At the advanced or competitive level, the curling team becomes more than simply a collection of four individuals.
Since curling is one of the only true team sports (everyone on the team has some responsibility on every shot), a
proper "fit" at each position is essential.
Although there are many components to great teams, there are four key elements to building a great team. Listed
below are four key points when building a team. They are listed in priority order.
1. All players are comfortable with the position they are playing. This means a comfort level with mechanics of the
position, but most importantly the positional hierarchy (playing lead or second) is in no way a reflection of their
skill level or their value on the team.
2. All players have similar releases and release points.
3. All players strive for similar "lines of delivery".
4. All players recognize the value of team communication, sweeping and positioning systems.
Elements number two and three can be overcome by playing and practicing together. Element number one is
probably the most important and is responsible for many teams not staying together for more than a couple of
years. "Skip syndrome" means that more than one player on the team thinks they should skip.
The Anatomy of a Curling Shot
Before we discuss the individual positions on the team, it's helpful to understand how a shot is made from
beginning to end and how team members interact. Individuals do not make shots, teams do. Curling is one of the
few sports (I can only think of one other, crew) where the whole team directly participates in every shot.
Below is a sequence of events that take place on every shot. All four players are involved. It may seem like a lot
of things are happening at once, but it all flows together. When a team is functioning properly, all of these things
should happen on every shot.
Note: It takes many months of practice as a team for all of these things to happen perfectly. Don't expect your
league team to be able to execute in this fashion.
The Draw













The skip decides on the shot to be called.
He/she communicates the shot to the other team members.
He/she surveys the ice conditions and sets the broom.
He/she communicates the weight required for the shot.
At the other end, with the sweepers in place and ready, the thrower confirms the shot called and the
weight required with the sweepers.
The shooter focuses on the shot and throws the rock at the broom with the proper weight.
The skip gives the sweepers an initial line indication (could be nothing if the line is good).
The sweepers return with an initial indication of actual weight (could be nothing if the weight is good).
If the weight is too light, the sweepers begin to sweep.
At the half way point, the sweepers tell the skip where the rock will stop.
The skip continues to communicate the line and may call sweeping if the line is tight.
The rock comes to rest. The skip and sweepers were in communication the entire time.

Notice that during this sequence of events, the shooter only has two responsibilities, hit the broom, and throw the
weight.
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The Takeout











The skip decides on the shot to be called.
He/she communicates the shot to the other team members.
He/she surveys the ice conditions and sets the broom.
He/she communicates the weight required for the takeout.
At the other end, with the sweepers in place and ready, the shooter confirms the shot called and the
weight required with the sweepers.
The shooter focuses on the shot and throws the rock at the broom with the desired weight.
The skip gives the sweepers an initial indication of relative line.
The sweepers return with an initial indication of actual weight.
The skip calls sweeping if necessary.
The rock comes to rest. The skip and sweepers were in communication the entire time.

Again, notice that the shooter still only has two responsibilities, hit the broom, and throw the weight.
Choosing the Players
Remember rule number one. All players must be comfortable in their positions. They must also be right for the job.
Each position on the curling team has a certain profile. When searching for team members or analyzing an
existing team, keep the following profiles in mind.
The lead:
Responsibilities: The lead is responsible for setting up the end. In most cases, the results of the lead rocks
determine the tactical approach to any given end. In many cases, the outcome of the end is a direct result of the
lead's shots. Once the lead has thrown both rocks, the lead's responsibility is to be a supportive teammate for the
others and to become one of the core sweepers.
Profile: The lead is the type of person that fully understands the role of the first player. In the past, the lead has
usually been recognized as the least experienced player or the least skilled player on the team. This may be the
case on a league team, but at the competitive level the lead may be as skilled and experienced as the other
players on the team. The difference now is that the lead clearly recognizes the significant role that is expected of
him or her. Leads generally throw draw shots with a few takeouts now and then. Pick a lead that has a fluid, allbody delivery, which results in very consistent draw weight. Also find a vigorous sweeper.
The Second
Responsibilities: The second's primary responsibility is to maintain the tactical initiatives developed by the skip
and set up by the lead. There are a wider variety of shots at the second position. The second often is asked to
make the first offensive or aggressive move. This could be the first come-around of the end. Playing the Free
Guard Zone rule, the second is usually the one to "get under" first, meaning the first player to draw behind a
guard or guards. On the other hand, the second may also play the role of clean-up person depending on the
game strategy or how the lead performed. If the lead missed one or two shots, the second may be called upon to
clear the area with heavy hits or doubles. The second should have the ability to throw heavy weight take-outs
while still being able to hit the broom.
Profile: The second, like the lead, is the type of person that fully understands the role of a team player. Since the
shot-making requirements are broader than the lead, the second must possess a well-rounded set of shot-making
skills. The second is the position that is the least recognized in the overall scope of the game. This person must
realize that this position is by no means a glamorous one. If a cheerleader were present on the team, it would be
a perfect fit at the second. Pick a second with strong power generating (long foot delay) potential. The delivery
must still be fluid in the other categories for consistent draws. Once again, find a vigorous sweeper.
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The Vice Skip:
Responsibilities: The vice is called upon to make every type of shot, from guards to peels, and from freezes to
doubles. The vice skip must have the skills to throw any type of shot at any time. The vice is often asked to make
the "kill" shot. This is the shot that seals the end. In addition to shot-making skills, the vice must have excellent
knowledge of strategy, house management and possesses good spatial skills for line calls. This is the most
difficult job on the team because the vice is expected to make flawless sweep calls on the skip's rocks.
Remember, the vice only calls sweeping on two shots per end. In most cases, the vice is the most well rounded
player on the team.
Profile: The vice skip must also be a true team player. Because their skill level parallels the skip, they must
support and have confidence in the skip as the team leader. They must fully understand that, even though they
may be the best shooter on the team, their role as vice is critical. Pick a third with few delivery problems. Any
major problems will result in limited success. Try to find a vice that can sweep on both sides.
The Skip:
Responsibilities: The skip's role is to provide overall leadership and strategic direction to the team. The biggest
shot-making responsibility of the skip is to "close" the end. This could be the final execution of the tactics
developed for the end. On great teams, the skip is called upon to throw maintenance shots like guards, open
takeouts, open draws etc. However, in many cases the skip is called upon to make key offensive shots like comearounds, freezes, hit and rolls, and four foot draws under pressure.
Profile: The skip must have a stabilizing influence over the rest of the team. Even if the skip is not the best
shooter on the team, he/she must be able to calmly execute the final shots. After the skip throws, the end is over.
Because of this, the pressure of any given shot may be extremely high. The team must have the confidence that
the skip will close the end (and sometimes the game) successfully.
Obviously, team dynamics are an important part of a team's success. There is no guarantee that four great shotmakers will make a great team until they have become a cohesive unit with similar goals and expectations.
Any player that doubts the others in the positions will immediately become the catalyst for failure.
Working with a Coach
Curling coaches have become more popular in the last twenty years. Many competitive teams have a coach and
the World Championships and Olympics require one for each team. Selecting a coach can be difficult due to the
nature of the required skill set. A good coach will have the following skills:







Team goal setting
Delivery and sweeping technical analysis
Conflict management
Game planning
Opponent analysis
Field of play analysis

Coaching a curling team during a game is passive. The rules do not allow a coach to call shots, freely replace
players during a game, etc., like other sports. This requires the coach to plan properly before the game because
the only interaction with the team will be during time-outs and the fifth-end break.
Coaches look at a much bigger picture with their team, forcing a team to focus on long term goals instead of short
term.
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ADVANCED TEAM PERFORMANCE
Championship curling teams develop and perform in different ways. All teams though, must move through
different stages of team development before they can expect to perform at a high level. Like all great teams,
performance is based on skill, mental toughness, coaching and circumstances*. Learning proper mechanics and
practicing them will get any team to high level of skill. It's the mental toughness and circumstances that is more
unpredictable when it comes to measuring and anticipating performance. *The term "circumstances" is a catch-all
word referring to luck, bad ice, bad rocks and any other external factor we can't control.
The Performance Equation
Players with excellent mechanics don't always perform at a high level. Before a mechanically correct player can
achieve true team success, other factors must be in place. Team comfort, team confidence and a positive team
attitude must be in place. Of course comfort, confidence and attitude are very difficult to measure. This is why the
performance formula can be expressed as:
Skill + X = Performance
X refers to the immeasurable component of comfort, confidence and attitude. Let's try a Major League Baseball
team example. Occasionally a baseball team wins a World Series with what some people would describe as a
marginally talented team. How can this happen? There are usually one or two individuals on the team that bring
out the best in everyone. It could be the manager, the team captain or some other more obscure person. A good
example is Kevin Millar of the 2004 Boston Red Sox. He was the catalyst for team cohesiveness during that
season. Either way, they performed beyond the sum of their talent. It works the other way as well. One bad egg
on the team can disrupt the entire team and limit performance (Tyrell Owens of the 2005 Philadelphia Eagles).
How can we translate this to curling? Usually a team that underperforms on a continuous basis has a similar
problem. The cause is usually a person out of position. This person believes he or she should be playing a
different position. This alone can cause friction on a team and prevent the comfort, confidence and attitude
needed for success. Even if the dissatisfied person is not outwardly showing their displeasure, it can be apparent
to the skip and manifest itself in poor performance.
CurlTech Development Model
All curlers develop skills and knowledge about the sport as they play. CurlTech has a formal development model
that applies to individuals and teams. The model has three stages and is quite simple:
1. Learn the mechanics of the delivery and sweeping.
2. Become proficient at both.
3. Learn to execute a strategy with your skills.
Before any player can truly perform they MUST be proficient at the delivery mechanics. This can be simplified
even further. Throw the rock consistently on the line of delivery with a fluid motion.
Players and teams develop skills in three stages mentioned above. In regards to mechanics, stages 1-3 of a
player's development is very similar to how Major League pitchers develop through single A, AA, AAA and Minor
Leagues.
Skill Development Stage I
Stage one of mechanics development is the most important phase of all because it must happen first. In phase I,
the players on the team learn to throw the rock consistently on the LOD with a fluid motion. This is done by

repetition with the proper delivery techniques. A Single A pitcher learns to properly throw the fastball, changeup
and breaking balls.
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Skill Development Stage II
Stage II requires the players to make shots with their proper deliveries and learn to execute shots consistently as
a team. The pitcher in AA learns to predictably and consistently locate the pitches learned in the A league.
Skill Development Stage III
In stage III, the team learns to win games through proper execution of the shots coupled with game strategy. The
pitcher, now in AAA, learns to win games with their skills by strategically making outs.
In the Major League Baseball system, a pitcher will not advance to AA unless they can properly demonstrate the
skills. In curling, a player cannot expect to win games unless they first master the skills.
The trap most curlers fall into is winning games without the skills. How can that happen? Even poor mechanics
can win games if your schedule of opponents is weak. Teams find out quickly that they can't compete without
skills once they enter higher level cash spiels and national play downs.
Levels of Team Commitment
Below is one example of different championship team levels based on the desire to perform.

Level I - this team:







has living, breathing human-beings to qualify
is comprised of four individuals
can have differing goals and mechanics
may practice and bonspiel occasionally
is considered a recreationally competitive team
experiences limited success at the lower levels

Level II - this team:







is individual based may practice occasionally
may bonspiel occasionally
may have a coach
may prepare physically for championships
may play in club leagues
depending on skill level, enjoys moderate success at the regional level

Level III - this team:










accepts all team positions and has confidence in each other
strives for similar skills
practices, spiels and may play in leagues
strives for advanced sweeping skills*
strives for perfect delivery mechanics
strives for team systems** in the area of positioning, sweeping and communication
strives for mental toughness in championship situations
prepares physically for championships
depending on skill level, enjoys moderate success at the regional or national level
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Level IV - this team:



has achieved the criteria in level III.
depending on skill level, enjoys moderate to high levels of success at the world level

Team Skill Standards
Delivery
All players:





are balanced and flat-footed
have similar release types
have similar release points
have similar delivery tempo

Sweeping
All players:



Achieve maximum pressure and head speed
are positioned for effectiveness, efficiency weight judgment and communication
use the best equipment possible

Team Conditioning and Strength Training
Fitness and strength are not required for recreational curling. You've probably already noticed that curlers come in
all shapes and sizes. Overall fitness will, however, help your curling game and at the advanced level, it is
required. We had the opportunity to discuss curling with the US. Olympic training specialist at the Olympic
Training Facility in Colorado Springs, CO. He mentioned some basic guidelines for Olympic athletes, including
curlers. Even if you don't plan on curling in the Olympics, these guidelines should help. The fitness specialist
mentioned two main fitness components:



General fitness
Specific fitness

Being generally fit refers to having a healthy heart, not carrying too much weight and having some basic muscle
tone and endurance.
Specific fitness refers to the areas of fitness that are specific to curling. Even the specialist admits to only knowing
a limited amount about curling. He mentioned the two key components to curling fitness:
Conditioning and Sweeping
Setting the standard is important. With your coach, establish the throwing heart rate that is desired for each shot.
Some curlers can smoothly throw a draw with a heart rate over 120. Most curlers need a heart rate under 120 to
calibrate the draw properly. First, agree on the sweeping stroke and mechanics (speed and pressure) for your
team. Then, sweep a draw from the hog to tee and measure your heart rate. Measure the amount of time it takes

for your heart rate to drop below 120 (or your own target). Since the opponent's rock takes only 30 seconds
maximum, this is the standard you should be training to.
Chart your progress over the season. With a good program in place, your sweeper won't let you down in the
semis and finals.
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Interval Training
In addition to general cardio training, curlers will enjoy the benefits of interval training as well. In the gym, elevate
your heart rate to the maximum sweeping rate as determined by your coach and team. Stop the exercise and wait
until your heart is at throwing rate (also set by the coach and team). This can also be done on the ice, live.
General Conditioning
Curling is an anaerobic sport. Most players (except the skip) must sweep vigorously then calm down enough the
gently delivery the rock. This requires the heart to calm down quickly, which is associated with general fitness and
conditioning. A good cardio program is necessary.
Strength Training
Curlers need leg-muscle strength to sustain the delivery position for any length of time. The leg muscles,
specifically the quadriceps, carry most of the body weight during the slide. Strong quadriceps will help with a
consistent flat-footed delivery. Lack of muscle strength in the legs is not noticeable if players are playing games
on an irregular basis. Muscle strength becomes critical if a player is playing multiple games per day or playing
many games over an extended period of time. Good sweepers that can sustain quality sweeping over a week's
time must also have god core strength in the abs and back
A solid weight raining program can be found at any reputable gym, health club or personal trainer.
Performance Phasing
Have you ever wondered why a team with average skill can beat a great team? This happens quite a bit in all
sports. Comments like a team is "in the zone" or "up for this one" can describe an average team that is performing
at a high level (usually temporary). On the other hand, comments like "the team is flat" can describe a good team
that is not performing well. An average team performing well can beat a great team that is flat.
All teams operate in a certain performance range. In curling, we can measure the performance level by charting
the shot made against the shot called. Top teams with good mechanics and mental toughness operate higher
than teams without.
The following chart shows the shot-making percentages of team ranging from the club team to the world
contender.
Great teams

80-90%

Good teams

65-80%

Average teams

50-65%

Club teams

Below 50%

Teams fluctuate within their performance range. A great team may play at the 85% mark for most games but can
perform slightly higher or lower based on circumstances. On occasion, the great team curls at the 70% mark. This
is considered "out of phase" with their normal performance. In this example, the great team is out of phase on the
negative side. In many cases the team can overcome this. However, problems occur when an average team is

out of phase on the positive side and the great team is out of phase on the negative side. The average team
normally curling in the 65% range may have a 75% game (out of phase on the positive side). The great team may
play a game in the 70% range (out of phase on the negative side) and be beaten by the average team.
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MATCHING STONES
There are a number of methods that are currently used to match stones in a curling club. Some of the methods
can be used by competitive curlers to check the match of their stones. Some of the methods are designed for the
ice technician and curlers to use in advance of the competition. Methods currently used to match stones
include the following:
• Experienced curlers deliver stones and use a stop watch to determine travel time from point “A” to point
“B”. (Hog to hog or hog to far tee line or back line to near hog line.)
• Using photoelectric sensors to determine travel time through the beam.
• Pushing two stones a distance down the ice and observing their reaction.
• Delivering two stones together.
• Blue printing the running surface, weight and cup depth.
• Use of various rock throwing devices.
No matter which method is used, it is important that the ice technician allow plenty of time to match the stones.
Choose a day when there will be no activity at the club. Allow at least two to four hours to match the stones on
each sheet of ice. The ice must be carefully prepared for matching stones. In a pregame practice, the curlers will
only have 10 minutes to confirm the matches made by the ice technician.

Preparing for Matching
The ice should be prepared specifically for matching stones. There are various types of ice that will not allow you
to properly match stones. The ice should not be dirty, heavy, straight, dished or soft to match stones. The
ice should have 3 to 4 feet of curl throughout the entire sheet to be able to check the stones for consistent weight
and curl. Careful preparation using the following procedures will result in the right kind of ice for matching:
1. Using a power scraper with a good blade, scrape the surface 3 or 4 times until the ice is level.
2. Remove all the snow caused by scraping.
3. Apply a single pebble by walking slowly up the centre of the sheet. (The pebble head to be used for this
procedure only, should be an extra fine with 64 holes in it.
4. Break the pebble three times. Break once up and back and twice across the sheet.
5. Sweep the total ice surface using a clean dry mop.
This type of ice preparation will not, however, stand up for a game. No matter which method is used to match the
stones, it is important that no more than 8 to 10 stones go down the same path. It has been found that the stones
will start to track. Whenever the stones are being delivered or pushed down the ice, reverse the order in which the
stones are delivered from end to end. On the odd ends, deliver the odd numbered stones first. For example,
delivery #7 first and then #8. On the even ends deliver the even numbered stones first. For example, delivery #8
first and then #7. This reversing method will do the following three things:
• Help show discrepancies in weight.
• Help show discrepancies in curl.
• Help make allowances for release.

Matching Method “A”

This method can be used by most curling clubs because it does not require any expensive equipment. Assemble
a team of curlers who will deliver stones and act as recorders. The curlers should have consistent, well balanced
deliveries with a consistent, clean release. Manually deliver the stones with tee line weight. Test each delivered by
timing them from back line to the near hog line. Have the curlers repeat the delivery several times to ensure a
consistent slide.
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1. Deliver stones with tee line weight.
2. Start the stopwatch as the stone reaches the near back line (point “A”) and stop the watch when the stone
reaches the near hog line (point “B”).
3. Record the number and the color of the stone, record the time from point “A” to point “B” and record where
the stone came to rest. (Example: Sheet A, red #1, 3.5 seconds, tee line).
4. Deliver the corresponding stone (red #2) repeating the same system of recording. Deliver each stone a
few times to make sure that the results match. If a mismatch is found, the next step is to locate a stone
with a similar travel time and corresponding distance.
Matching Method “B”
Follow the same basic procedure as in Method “A”, except that in Method “B” use a set of photoelectric sensors
with a digital time display to determine the stone’s travel speed. The photoelectric sensors will eliminate the
inconsistencies in the human reaction time that may occur when using a stopwatch. The sensors should be
placed just outside the near hog line. They will get an accurate reading of the released stone’s speed. This will
also eliminate any timing discrepancies caused by a slight push or pull back of the stone during the release.
Matching Method “C”
This is a method that is commonly employed by curlers in a pregame practice. Matching works best if the pebble
is worn fairly smooth. (Testing will not be as good on freshly pebbled ice. If your team has first practice on newly
pebbled ice, you may find during the game that there are some inconsistent reactions that did not show up during
the testing.)
1. Thoroughly clean the running surface of the two stones.
2. Place the stones so that they are in contact and push them together down the centre of the sheet. The
stones should travel at least 20 feet.
3. Let the stones come to a stop.
4. Observe any separation of the two stones. If the front stone moves further down the sheet than the other
stone, this indicates that it may be faster than the second stone. If the stones remain in contact while
moving, then either: • Stones A and B are matched, or • Stone A is faster than stone B. If stone A is faster,
then naturally it will stay in contact with B. push direction of travel A B 5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 but reverse the
order of the stones. push direction of travel B A The stones should be traveling on the same path of ice. If the
stones separate while moving, that is A moves further down the sheet than B, this means that A is faster
than B and the stones are not matched for speed.
Note to Curlers
To properly apply the testing method, the following procedures should be applied:
1. Stones must be clean.
2. A and B should follow the same path of ice. It is preferable that they do not separate sideways since
they may be traveling on ice with different pebble wear and the test would be invalid. If the ice is uniform,
a slight sideways separation will not affect the test.
3. Let the stones come to a stop. Mismatching will show more as the stones slow down and stop.
4. There is no need to have the stones travel the entire distance of the ice. Mismatching will show if the
stones travel 20 feet.
5. Mismatching will show better if the pebble is worn fairly smooth. Do not test near the sides of the sheet
as the pebble here may be heavier and the ice not quite as clean.

This testing procedure is designed to test the speed of stones and therefore their distance of travel. It will not
show if one stone curls slightly more than another. However, if stones are evenly matched in speed, they very
likely will be matched for amount of curl also. The consistency of curl can be tested by throwing the stones.
Matching Method “D”
Blueprinting the running surface of curling stones and measuring the weight and cup depth is one of the methods
that ice technicians use to match stones. When the ice technician knows the width of the running surface, weight
of the stone and cup depth, he can match stones together that have similar characteristics.
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Matching Method “E”
Various stone launching devices have been improvised over the years. The stone launcher would be used to
replace the human curlers used in Method “A”. In order to be effective, the mechanical stone launcher must be
able to launch the stones down the ice at precise speeds and with a constant rotation.
To make a print of the running surface, completer the following steps:
1. Tape a piece of NCR paper to the bottom of the stone. The paper must cover the entire bottom of the
stone.
2. Run a marble rolling pin over the bottom of the stone.
3. Measure the width of the impression of the running surface.
4. Examine the impression for pitts and imperfections. Usually the stones that have a similar width for the
running surface will react in a similar fashion.
TIP:
The skip on your team is having trouble with draw weight. You suspect that the stones are mismatched. He
should change stones with a team member. If the stones were mismatched, then the problem is solved.
Even if the stones were not mismatched, the psychological benefits will be worthwhile. The psychological effect is
very important, that is, the feeling that your pair of stones is matched!
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Life and Death by the Stopwatch
I think many of you will agree that the stopwatch has been a very valuable addition to any curler’s broom bag. The
point I want to make is that some curler’s need to learn when to leave it in their broom bag. I’ve seen too many
young, inexperienced teams simply rely on the split time they get in order to judge weight of a draw shot –
sometimes this works and they look brilliant, other times things go wrong and we have a very confused looking
team on the ice.
In my opinion the stopwatch is a valuable aid in order to judge what is happening to the ice conditions during a
game. It also allows a team to have a comparison point when traveling from club to club. A number of our top
weight judging front ends still use a stopwatch, however they use it possibly eight to nine times during a game,
not on every single shot.
My main argument is that in order for a lot of our up and coming teams to get better they have to develop their
own weight judging techniques. This means they must use their own intelligence to calculate the weight of the
rock and make a judgment based on their own experience. This will take some getting use to, and yes there will
be a uncomfortable learning curve but as a team you have to let your sweepers make these mistakes; place the
onus on them that they are 100% responsible for weight judgment and make them use their own brain to do it.
When working with teams I try and ensure that communication and weight judgment are addressed. What I am
looking for is simply a conversation between the sweepers and the person in the house during the entire shot:
a. The first person who needs to say something about the shot is the person who just let it go. This athlete
has just spent 3.5 – 4.0 seconds of complete interaction with this rock and they need to say one of three
things: good, light or heavy. Only they truly know what they’ve done to this rock i.e. pulled back, slightly
extended.
b. The sweepers are now in control. After walking alongside the thrower, keeping an eye on release, rotation,
rock position in relation to the slider foot while almost unconsciously keeping a mind on the pace they are
walking. Once all this is taken into account, plus the message from the shooter they make their first
judgment “top 4” “6” whatever system – this should be made about one to two meters past the hogline. A
stopwatch cannot take into account everything a human brain can – push your athletes to become better
at their position and remind them this includes weight judgment!
c. As the rock goes down the ice I want to see a weight call every two to three steps by the shooter. This may
be the same thing 5, 6…..5, 6….7, 8….. the sooner a team knows where the rock may be the sooner they
can decide on Plan A or Plan B. I challenge teams to move this decision point closer to the near hogline,
rather than the far hogline.
d. After each weight call, the person in the house simply gives an indication in regards to line (not weight
Skips!!) If line is good, that is all the conversation will be…..5, 6 …line’s good…..7…..lines good….etc. If
line is needed then the call for sweeping will come and the sweepers now know this is for line, or they
know they may be going for a Plan B.
e. The last part of this communication pattern I like to see is the person in the house providing a target with
their broom of exactly where they want the rock to end up. This way the sweepers can simply look up and
see the target. Then if Plan B is made, with out voicing it, the broom can simply be moved to change
plans. The sweepers see this and have an idea of why they’re sweeping.

This is a hard concept to adapt for a team that is used to solely relying on stopwatches to decide on weight
judgment however I truly believe this will make teams better. Again, I reiterate that I also strongly believe that stop
watches have a place in the game and provide very valuable information during a game, teams simply need to
know the correct place and time to use these. If your team has a chance, try and arrange a session with a speed
Trap. Teams quickly learn that a shooter can give them exact split times and totally different speeds or vice versa
totally different speeds and identical split times. Definitely time spent wisely with any caliber of team.
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Nine Ways to Increase your Throwing Weight
 Stay Lower – produces more power
 Place hack foot higher on the hack so that you can rock backward and forward
 Take sliding foot farther back and pause
 Drive harder out of the hack – more leg drive
 Lower the body trunk at release point
 Arm extension
 Add rotation
 Release the stone sooner
 Increase the speed of slider/brush/trailing leg (equipment)
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What’s New in Sweeping?


75% of what a front ender does during a game is sweeping. So you need to practice it!!



Effective sweepers can raise the ice surface temperature 2 degrees. This does not melt the ice
since the normal ice surface temperature is -5 degrees.



Effective sweeping consists of a combination of brush pressure and speed



Good sweepers can take a rock an extra 6 to 9 feet (depending on conditions)



Brush head needs to be dry to transfer heat to the ice



To be effective, sweepers need to be within 3 feet of the rock. Adding a third sweeper has no
added effect



Closest sweeper to the rock is 80% effective, second sweeper 20%, 3rd 0%



Optimum brush angle to generate heat build up is 45 degrees to 90 degrees



Keeping a rock clean will warm the ice and will carry a rock furtherThe combination of maximum
pressure and maximum speed is what is needed to



Good sweepers can take a rock an extra 6-9 feet by sweeping the final one third of the ice



Just keeping the rock clean (firm pressure on the brush head extended momentum by 2-3 feet)



Brush head gets wet from breakdown of small frost particles on the between pebble



Brush head must be dry to transfer heat to the ice. Some teams change heads 2-4 times a game.



Knees or hands on ice melts pebble leaving flat spots. Heat stays in ice for 30 seconds. Give flat
spot one swipe without pressure
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Effective Sweeping Technique



Closed style most effective. (more pressure)
Best Position for sweeping:
o Up on toes
o Head over brush head
o Lead hand low (lock lower arm, twist elbow in) brings weight forward to brush head and
creates flat back. Other arm in under arm pit.
o Up on toes, two thirds body weight on brush head, flat foot, and one third body weight on
brush head.
o Be ready!! (always up on toes with broom down)
o Need right stance, legs outside of hip line. Feet move in and out of hip line. One foot out
then the other. Kick out we do not want back and legs at 90 degrees.
o Some sweepers are not wearing a gripper on the lead foot.
o Frequency of brush head very important.
 This technique will require extra strength to hold body weight while sweeping.
Training should include a good aerobic base and interval training.
 Push ups are good: a goal of 30
 Run stairs and walk down.
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The Purpose and Value of Warm-Ups and Cool-Downs
Introduction
There is no doubt that time spent on warming up will improve an athlete's level of performance and
cooling down will accelerate the recovery process needed before training or competing again. As a
result the coach must encourage the athlete to regard the Warm-up and Cool-down as an essential part
of both the training session and competition itself.
Warm-up
Warm-ups, prior to getting on the ice, can play an important role in preparation as a means of
performance enhancement. Performance may be improved as an appropriate
Warm-up will result in:
1) Activating the body's circulatory system by enhancing blood flow will improve the body's ability to
utilize oxygen and remove waste product. Blood vessels open up increasing blood flow thereby
maintaining muscle temperature.
2) Engaging the musculoskeletal system will further Warm-up muscles to reduce muscle stiffness,
to provide a more forceful contraction and to help prevent injuries.
3) Exciting the neuromuscular system allows the brain to coordinate the nervous system's ability to
fire muscles effectively and efficiently. It will also increase speed of contraction and relaxation of
warmed muscles.
Warming up should at least consist of the following:
. 5 to 10 minutes of continuous movement such as jogging, stepping, stair climbing to activate the
circulatory system
. 5 to 10 minutes dynamic stretching exercises - to engage the musculoskeletal system
. 5 to 10 minutes general and specific drills - to excite the neuromuscular system

Development of a Warm-up Routine

A “Step-Stretch-Slide" Approach

Curling, like other sports, requires players to perform skills using movements that go beyond normal
everyday activities. A Warm-up provides a stepwise progression to prepare a player for the transition
from pre-game to game activity. Failure to properly Warm-up can lead to discomfort, poor
performance, and possible injury. A proper Warm-up has three components:
1.Vigorous whole body aerobic exercises - affect the circulatory system.
2. Dynamic stretching exercises - affect the musculoskeletal system.
3. Simulation exercises - affecting the neuromuscular system.
We can apply each of these three components to curling in a warm-up routine that we call
"step-stretch-and-slide".
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1. Step
The first phase of a proper curling warm-up is a whole body aerobic activity such as stepping exercises. The
purpose of these exercises is to generate body heat and to raise the level of function of the cardiovascular
system. These exercises should be done for approximately 5 to 10 minutes just prior to the 5 to 10 minutes of
stretching that should occur before going on the ice. The stepping movement should initially be light and
rhythmical and gradually progress in intensity, but not to the point of "breaking a sweat".
The goal is to elevate the heart rate, increase blood flow, and heat the deep parts of the body such as the
muscles and joints. While warming up, the intensity should be mild, with a good rule of thumb being that the
curler should be able to maintain a regular conversation without working up too much of a sweat. Progressive
exercises such as
skipping, stair climbing, jogging/marching on the spot, or full body calisthenics might be suitable to a curling
venue. The participant starts slowly and steadily increases the pace. The athlete should be provided the
opportunity to develop his/her own routine as long as it meets the aerobic content requirement.
The imagination and creativity of the coach, instructor and athlete can find many possibilities when designing a
"step" routine to be done in a curling facility. Here are a few activities that could take place in a club:
-

marching on the spot
alternating bum kicks on the spot
jogging on the spot
stepping up and down on a stair tread
stepping up and down on a low bench
hop scotching on the patterns of a rug
hop scotching over a number of brushes
walking rapidly backward, forward, and side ways in a limited space
dancing to music supplied on a personal listening device
rapid free movement exercises
shadow boxing while facing a glass trophy case

2. Stretch
Dynamic Stretching is defined as slow controlled movements through the full range of motion. Dynamic stretching
is the most appropriate form of exercises for the Warm-up. By contrast, static stretches are more appropriate for
the Cool-down. Dynamic stretching involves moving parts of your body and gradually increasing reach, speed
of movement, or both. In dynamic stretches, there are no bounces or 'Jerky" movements. An example of dynamic
stretching would be slow, controlled leg swings, arm swings, or torso twists.

Dynamic stretching should be done immediately after the "step" portion of the warm-up and for 5 to 10 minutes
before going on the ice. Perform your exercises (leg raises, arm swings, etc...) in sets of six to ten repetitions. If
after a few sets you feel tired - stop. Tired muscles produce waste product, which causes a decrease in the
coordination of your movements. Do only the number of repetitions that you can do without becoming fatigued.
If static stretching is to be used at all as part of the warm-up, the static stretch should only be held for a few
seconds (3-5) or no longer than it would be used in the sport. Static stretches held longer than 10 or 15 seconds
will induce a relaxation response and will not allow powerful muscles to contract as forcefully at the start of the
game.

Dynamic Stretching and Mobility Exercises:
The following are examples of dynamic stretching and mobility exercises, which could form part of the Warm-up
program in a training session.
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Neck Mobility
Flexion/Extension - Tuck your chin into your chest, and then lift your chin upward as far as possible,
without straining. 6 to 10 repetitions
Lateral Flexion - lower your left ear toward your left shoulder and then your right ear to your right
shoulder.
6 to 10 repetitions
Rotation - Turn your chin laterally toward your left shoulder and then rotate it toward your right
shoulder.
6 to 10 repetitions
Shoulder Rolls
Stand tall and relaxed. Raise your shoulders towards your ears, take them backwards, down and then
up again in a smooth action. Repeat 6 to 10 repetitions
Arm Circles
Stand tall and relaxed with your hands 12 inches from your sides. Keeping your body still, move your
hands in small circles gradually increasing the speed up to l0 repetitions. Reverse the direction for 10
repetitions. Repeat the small arm circle action with your arms straight out at 90' from your sides. 10
repetitions. Finally complete large arm circles both forwards and backwards for 6 to 10 repetitions.
Overhead Reach
Stand tall with good posture, feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart Bend smoothly first to one
side while reaching overhead with the arm on the side that you are stretching, then repeat on the other
Repeat 6-10 times on each side with a slow rhythm, breathing out as you bend to the side, and in as
you return to the centre
Golfers Twist
Extend your arms out to your sides, and twist your torso and hips to the left, shifting your weight on to
the left foot. Then twist your torso to the right while shifting your weight to the right foot. 6-10 reps on
each side
Leg Swings - Forward/Backward
Stand sideways to the wall place your hand on the wall for balance Swing your leg closest to the wall
forward and backwards for 6 to 10 repetitions. Turn and repeat with the other leg
Leg Swings - Side to Side
Leaning slightly forward with both hands on a wall and your weight on your left leg, swing your right
leg to the left in front of your body, pointing your toes upwards as your foot reaches its furthest point of
motion Then swing the right leg back to the right as far as comfortable, again pointing your toes up as

your foot reaches its final point of movement. l0 to 12 repetitions on each leg
Half Lunges
Standing tall both feet together (starling position) Keeping the back straight lunge forward with the right
leg approx 1 meter Bend knees to slightly load the quadriceps muscles and return to start position
Repeat with the left leg and alternate for 6 to 10 repetitions on each leg
Heel Raises
Leaning forward with your hands on the wall and your weight on your toes, raise and lower both heels in
a controlled manner Each time, lift your heels one to two inches from the ground while maintaining
ground contact with the ball of your feet. 6 to 10 repetitions
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3. Slide
The final phase of the curling Warm-up is done on-ice using the sliding movements associated with the
delivery and brushing skills. These are the most traditional of curling warm-up exercises. Sliding from
the hack should progress from an initial easy leg drive and high upper body position to a fulI takeout leg
drive with the upper body in the actual delivery position. Footwork during simulated brushing should
progress from short to long foot strokes with a gradual increase in broom pressure.
If a curling team meets at a designated time before a game in order to warm-up together, several other
benefits can happen. The overall standardization of the Warm-up habit can be helpful in developing
the pre-game routine. This routine has been shown to be successful in optimum preparation for
competitive performance.

Development of a Cool-down Routine
The goal of the Cool-down is to return the body to its original state of homeostasis or equilibrium.
Curling can leave the body with a build up of cellular waste product such as lactic acid, carbon dioxide,
and other products that can hamper recovery. Intense brushing and stressful delivery positions can
also push the body to its limits resulting in fatigue, stiff and sore muscles as well as micro tears or
injuries.
An appropriate Cool-down will have these benefits:
. aid in the dissipation of waste products - including lactic acid which may have built up during
activity
. reduce the chances of dizziness or fainting caused by the pooling of venous blood at the
extremities
. relaxing muscles and returning them to their ideal range of motion
. if necessary, icing aches and pains to facilitate recovery
Cooling down period should consist of the following:
. 5 to 10 minutes jogging/walking - decrease body temperature and remove waste products from
the working muscles
. 5 to 10 minutes static stretching exercises- decrease body temperature, remove waste products
from the working muscles and to increase range of movement.
Static stretches are more appropriate to the cool-down as they help muscles to relax and increase their
range of movement. Studies have concluded that little benefit occurs prior to 15 seconds in holding a
static stretch and that 30 seconds will provide a much better result.

Decreasing Aerobic Intensity
In the Cool-down, the reverse of the aerobic component of the Warm-up routine should be employed. If
the heart rate and body temperature are high, then work to gradually bring the heart rate down by
starting the activity briskly for a minute or two and then gradually slowing down. This should take
between 5 to 10 minutes depending on the body temperature and heart rate at the end of the
game/training session. Dynamic, no impact exercise can also be incorporated to attain the required
results.
Static Stretching
Static stretching is more commonly and correctly used after the curling game or practice session. Since
sliding and brushing stress the muscles at a high intensity, some tightening of the muscles are expected
after playing or practicing. A chronic tightening of muscles, due to not stretching them back to their
original flexibility, will eventually create an overuse injury. Muscles that continually get tighter will
eventually create a misalignment thus creating a weakness in the body. As soon as that weakness is
stressed beyond its capacity, an injury will occur; therefore, to prevent chronic tightening, regular
stretching should become a part of a team's routine once a game or practice has finished.
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Static Stretching Exercises
The following are examples of general static stretching and mobility exercises, which could form part of
the Cool-down program at the end of a training session. The aim is to relax the muscles and facilitate a
return to pregame/pretraining range of motion. In all exercises breathe easily whilst performing them
and hold the static stretches for 20 to 30 seconds.
Hamstring Stretch
Sit on the ground with both legs straight out in front of you Bend the left leg and place the sole of the left
foot alongside the knee of the right leg. Allow the left leg to lie relaxed on the ground Bend forward
keeping the back straight and hold for 20-30 seconds. You will feel the stretch in the hamstring of the
right leg. Repeat with the other leg.
Calf Stretch
Stand tall with one leg in front of the other, hands flat and at shoulder height against a wall. Ease your
back leg further away from the wall, keeping it straight and press the heel firmly into the floor; hold 2030 seconds. Keep your hips facing the wall and the rear leg and spine in a straight line; you will feel the
stretch in the calf of the rear leg. Repeat with the other leg.
Lunge Stretch
Kneel on your right knee with your left leg further forward, Keep you back straight and gradually move
your hips forward until you feel a gentle stretch along the front of the right thigh and/or along the
hamstrings of the left leg; hold 20-30 seconds. Repeat by turning and facing the opposite direction
Inner Thigh Stretch
Sit with tall posture. Ease both of your feet up towards your body and place the soles of your feet
together, allowing your knees to come up and out to the side. Resting your hands on your lower legs or
ankles and ease both knees towards the ground; hold for 20-30 seconds. You will feel the stretch along
the inside of your thighs and groin.
Cobra Stretch
Lie face down on the floor. Fully outstretched bring your hands to the sides of your shoulders and ease

your chest off the floor, keeping your hips firmly pressed into the ground; hold 20-30 seconds You will
feel the stretch in the front of the trunk
Quadriceps S t r e t c h
Lie face down on the floor, resting your forehead on your right hand Press your hips firmly into the floor
and bring your left foot up towards your buttocks. Take hold of the left foot with the left hand and ease
the foot closer to your buttocks; hold for 20-30 seconds. Repeat with the other side of the body. You will
feel the stretch along the front of the thigh.
Worship Stretch
On hands and knees on the floor, slide hands forward and sit back onto your heels Place your forehead
on the floor and hold for 20-30 seconds Keeping your forehead on the floor, reach your left hand to the
left followed by your right hand to the left and the rest of your upper body - hold 20-30 seconds You will
feel the back stretch under your right arm Repeat in the other direction and hold for 20-30 seconds
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Chest Stretch
Stand tall, feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold your arms out to the
side parallel with the ground and the palms of the hand facing forward. Stretch the arms back as far as
possible; hold 20-30 seconds. You should feel the stretch across your chest.
Upper Back Stretch
Stand tall. Feet slightly wider than shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Interlock your fingers and
push your hands as far away from your chest as possible, allowing your upper back to relax; hold 20-30
seconds. You should feel the stretch between your shoulder blades.
Posterior Shoulder Stretch
Stand tall, feet slightly wider than shoulder- width apart, knees slightly bent. Place your right hand on
your left shoulder and your left hand on your right elbow. Ease the right arm closer to you chest and
across your body- hold 20-30 seconds. You will feel the stretch in the back of the shoulder. Repeat
with the other arm
Triceps Stretch
Stand sideways to a wall and place your elbow on the wall with your hand behind your neck Gradually
move your elbow up the wall until you feel a gentle stretch - hold 20-30 seconds You will feel the
stretch in the shoulders and the triceps Repeat on other arm
Forearm Stretch
Standing with your right arm held out directly in front of you, and your palm facing down, place your left
hand on top of your right hand Gently apply pressure downwards until a stretch is felt on top of your
arm towards your elbow, hold 20-30 seconds and repeat on other arm
The Routine Worksheet

WARM-UP

STEP:

Aerobic Content
STRETCH:

Dynamic Stretches

SLIDE:
Specific Drills

COOL.DOWN

Decreasing Aerobic

Static Stretches
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WHAT SHOULD I CONSIDER WHEN SETTING GOALS?


What do I have to do?



How am I going to do this?



Who can help me achieve it?



When do I want this to happen?



Am I responsible for team goals?
“Good players find a way – losers find an excuse.”

INDIVIDUAL GOAL SUMMARY SHEET
Outcome Goal:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Performance Goals:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

What steps are you going to have to take?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
What do you have to Change?

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Team Goal Sheet (1)

What does the word PRIDE mean to you as it relates to the team?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
State one goal that will increase this sense of pride
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
What do you think are realistic outcome goals for the team?

1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________
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Team Goal Sheet (2)
What do you think are realistic performance goals for the team?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What are you going to do to help the team achieve its goals?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What can be done to develop team unity?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

“Effort and courage are not enough without purpose and direction”
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Game Preparation
PRE- EVENT





Be physically and emotionally ready
Familiarize yourself with your surroundings
Feel the energy, touch, see, smell and manipulate the environment
Arrive ahead of time – enough time to prepare, observe, visualize and get “in the zone”

EVENT


Pre-game jitters – accept it, absorb it, flow with it
o Adrenaline Rush (Power strength, feel good)
o Relaxation technique (Breathing)



Visualize your game
o See yourself making the best plays
o See your team strategizing, creating the next move
o See yourself at your best: experienced and confident



Getting in the zone
o “Be” in the present
o “Be” in the game



Keeping your focus and your concentration
o Managing distractions

o Managing your self-talk
o Stress management

POST-EVENT




Review the game, recall the things you did well, recall the things the team did well
Acknowledge how the game really went, reflect on what you learned and what you could do
differently next time to enhance your game
Celebrate your success, be excited about your recent experience (good or bad); you are now
richer because of it!
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NINE MINUTE PRE-GAME PRACTICE DRILL
When you go out on the ice:
Skip takes the first slide and keeps going to the other end. Have a second/third slide while the other
three slide at the home end.
Order of throwing their six shots are Third, Second, Lead, Third, Second, Lead. (This way each of them
throws an in turn and an out turn, and the third finishes first so he or she can come down to the far end
with the skip.)
Third throws a normal weight hit at the broom placed at the edge of the 8 foot. Now use that rock as a
target for second to throw at the rock place in the same place with out turn. Move rock to the edge of the
8 foot on other side for the next two shots….in turn / out turn. These should be thrown by the lead and
third.
Place rock on the button and next two are thrown at it… in turn / out turn (second, lead). As the team
finishes throwing, they come down to the far end. Third will be first one there to watch with the skip as #
5 and #6 are coming down the ice. As #6 is coming down the ice, skip goes back to the home end and
throws the final two shots… an in turn and an out turn at a rock on the four foot.
You now have a read on how much it moves for hits on both sides of the sheet with both turns.
Going back to the home end you need to start to get ready for the last stone draw to the button.
Each player in succession will throw a draw to the button with a sweeper on the path to the button.


Using a sweeper for each shot is important so as to fully warm up the path as well as to get a
good feel for the sweep to the button.

This should take you about 9 minutes.
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Strategy
Basic Strategy
Introduction
This will provide the new and experienced curler with an outline for strategic decision-making. Each player,
team, game situation and ice conditions are different so we'll concentrates on the decision-making process
and not on individual shot calling.
Basic Strategy Someone once said that curling is chess on ice. This is true to some degree because, in
addition to throwing and making shots, the skip must determine the course of action to be taken during the
game, what shots to call and when to call them. This is known as game strategy or "calling the game."
Strategy has two separate components:
1. Overall strategic game approach
2. Shot-by-Shot Tactics (shot calling)
The term "strategy" is often used to describe both of these components, but we want to concentrate on the
differences between them.

Game Strategy
The term strategy best refers to the overall course of action taken by any team during the game. This "game
plan" is determined before the game starts and is based on known variables like your team's general skill
level, the opponent's general strengths and weaknesses, general ice conditions, etc. Even the format of the
competition can impact the game strategy. Strategy can change, and sometimes should, during a game. For
the most part, the game strategy is determined before the game and all shots called during the game are in
support of the overall strategy.

Some examples of overall game strategy:






Play very aggressive shots and force the opponent to make mistakes.
Play most shots in the house because you know you can out play the opponent (you think the
opponent will simply miss more open shots)
Force the opponent to play draws around guards (opponent may not have draw weight)
In the early ends play conservatively then play aggressively in the middle and late ends (you may
think the opponent will tire faster than you)
Play conservatively to position yourself in a long competition

Once the game strategy has been determined, the skip must support it by thinking about how each end will
be played. In each end, the skip then must determine what shots to call and when to call them. Shot calling
represents the tactical support of the larger strategy. There is no such thing as textbook strategy. There are
guidelines, however, that apply in many cases.
The first and most important component to strategy is execution. Without proper execution of shots and
sweeping, no strategy will be effective. The best strategy is the one that plays to your team's strengths and
takes advantage of the opponent's weaknesses. Any type of strategy or tactics is appropriate if it's effective.
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"Aggressive" vs. "Conservative" Game Strategy
The term aggressive refers to calling and executing shots that, when executed properly, have the highest
potential for forcing the opponent's mistake (or inability to score). Aggressive shots usually include different
types of draw shots like "come-arounds," freezes, tap backs, etc. In curling, as in other sports, this strategy
has a high degree of risk and a high potential pay-off. For example, a perfect freeze almost eliminates the
opponent's ability to remove the rock, increasing the chances to score more than one. On the other hand,
poorly executed freeze may leave a rock wide open for a hit and roll, resulting in the opposition counting or
scoring two.
A conservative strategy is used by teams who want to keep the game free of clutter. The shots most likely
played in a conservative game would be mostly take-outs or shots thrown into the rings without cover. Teams
playing a conservative game throw so many takeouts that some people believe the game has become boring
to watch. Because of this, the World Curling Federation adopted a rule that would force teams to play more
aggressive games. This rule is called the "Free Guard Zone" rule. This rule was adopted for spectators.
You won't find many people watching your league games, but the National and World Championships enjoy a
sizable crowd, live, on television and on the Internet.
Shot-By-Shot Tactical Guidelines There are many factors that determine what shot to throw. Because of
the infinite number of possible options, no strategy plan is absolute. Most of the time, shot calling in any
given end is determined based on who has last rock. With last rock advantage, the idea is to score, usually
more than one rock. If more than one rock cannot be scored, many teams will decide to blank the end, retain
the hammer, and try again next end. Without last rock, the idea is generally to steal one or more or, in some
cases, to force your opponent to only one.
Generally, with last rock, try to keep the center of the sheet open. Since you have the last rock, you will
need to have access to the center of the house for the last shot (the four foot). By not keeping the center
open, you will run the risk of having the center of the house blocked for your last shot. Having last rock is not
an advantage if you can't score with it.

Without last rock, most teams try to steal one or more rocks. To do this, try to throw rocks short of the
house, preferably in the center of the sheet. With these rocks in place, a rock can be drawn in behind, under
cover. This represents the best chance to not only prevent the opponent from scoring but to steal the end.
Other Considerations When Determining Shots Called
End - The strategy in the late ends of a game may differ from the strategy earlier in the game.
Score - The score of the game may determine strategy. A sizable lead will look different than trying to catch
up.
Ice - Ice that does not curl much may warrant a different strategy than ice that curls a lot. The same is true
with fast ice and slow ice.
Skill - You and your opponent's technical ability should drive many of your strategic and tactical decisions.
Some examples of how the "End" will determine shot calling
Considering your game strategy, you may want to play more conservative shots early in the game. This will
allow you and your team to become acclimated to the conditions, allow you to read the ice and to assess the
opponent's strengths and weaknesses. This may also keep the game close by not allowing either team to
score a big end.
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Later in game (the last three ends) is the time to stay steady. Many games are won and lost in the last three
ends. Teams must concentrate on a good balance between aggressive shots and good execution. Now is the
time to protect your lead or to make a move if you're behind.
Some examples of how the "Score" will determine shot calling
Again, based on your game strategy, the score will help determine the shots called. For example, in a close
game (difference of one or two rocks) the shots called should not stray from the game plan.
If your team is down by a considerable margin, the game strategy should change to a more aggressive one.
This is the time to call freezes, center or corner guards, close come-arounds, etc. If the opponent puts a rock
in the house, you may want to ignore it and put up a corner guard (you can remove the shot rock later).
Another approach is the freeze. The best freeze situation is when the opponent's rock is behind the tee line.
This is a low risk freeze if you have the hammer because the button is still open for your last draw. Even if
the rocks are in front of the tee, try freezing to them. This will make it difficult for the opponent to remove
them. The old phrase "live and die by the sword" certainly applies here. Aggressive shots can backfire if not
executed properly and you may end up shaking hands earlier than anticipated. Aggressive shots will yield a
higher return (more rocks).
If you are leading by a considerable margin, consider changing the strategy to keep things open. This, if
executed properly will limit the opponent's ability to get back into the game. This is risky because any
dramatic change in strategy must be accompanied by solid execution or it will backfire. A good example is
the team trying to keep things clear that cannot make a peel therefore leaving rocks in front of the house
without any counters.
The throw-through is an important tactic late in the game with a sizable lead. The theory behind the throwthrough is that if there are no rocks in play, there is nothing for the opponent to draw around or freeze to.
Usually, teams wait until the last few ends to throw rocks through. The throw-through being executed in the
middle ends is a strong statement that you believe the opponent can't catch you. This is embarrassing if they
do.

Some examples of how the "Ice" will determine shot calling
This refers to ice conditions. Certain ice conditions favor certain shots. For example, straight ice (less than
two feet on a draw) does not favor the come-around. In many cases a come-around attempt on straight ice
will result in a rock that is wide open for the opponent to hit and roll. In this case, the promote is a better call.
The promote is easier to throw on straight ice because it removes the variable of a large curl. Sweeping is
also very effective in keeping a straight rock even straighter.
On the other hand, ice that curls (more than 2 feet on a draw) favors the come around and not the promote.
In some cases, the ice will curl on one side and run straight on the other. If available, always choose the
straight side for hits and the curl side for draws.
Another ice condition that drives shot calling is the speed of the ice. Fast ice (23 seconds or higher) will favor
the aggressive shots like the freeze or the tap back. Sweeping is usually more effective on faster ice
therefore players can be sweep a rock to a more precise location. Slow ice (22 or less) does not favor
aggressive shots but favors the conservative approach of heavier hits or hits and rolls.
Remember, ice conditions change during the game. The pebble may be heavy to start then as it begins to
breakdown the ice gets faster. If the pebble breaks down too much, the ice may slow down again. This is the
best reason to time shots to determine relative change in ice conditions.
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Some examples of how the "Skill" will determine shot calling
This refers the skill of you own team as well as the skill of your opponent. Skill is broken up into two
categories.
1. The ability to hit the broom on line
2. The ability to throw the proper weight
You should already know the basic skill level of your teammates. Common sense applies here. Don't call
delicate draws for someone who can't even hit the house. You are usually better off with a rock in play
than with a rock in the garage. On the other hand, heavy hits are not a good idea for someone who can't
throw more than draw weight. Just as you avoid these weight-based situations with your own team, try
to exploit them from your opponent. Try to force the opponent to a draw and so forth.
When it comes to hitting the broom and line, avoid hits with the person who can't hit the broom. The
draw may a better option.
Now is a good time to watch the releases of your opponent. Many curlers (even the advanced players)
throw rocks off line during the release. Try to spot patterns with your opponent. If your opponent has the
tendency to toss out the out turn, then force that person to throw that turn. Sometimes a partially
covered rock is better than a rock fully covered because it tempts your opponent to go after it, perhaps
on their weak side.
Free Guard Zone Strategy Guidelines As mentioned earlier, the Free Guard Zone is the area between
the tee line and the hog line, excluding the house. See the rules of play for details. No opponent's rock
can be removed from play until four rocks have come to rest. Generally, there are three tactical
approaches to playing with the Free Guard Zone Rule in place:
1. Be the first team to the four-foot by drawing around a center guard.

2. Begin clearing rocks from play once four rocks have come to rest.
3. Ignore the center guards and draw to the sides
Unlike regular tactical guidelines, deciding when to use the above guidelines depends more on the end
and the score than who has last rock.
Option #1
Early in the game or in a game where the score is close, even with last rock advantage, many teams
decide to draw behind a rock in front of the house, after all, your options are limited because you cannot
remove the front rock from play. This is an attempt to be "first in" meaning the first team into the four
foot. There is risk however, when deciding to play in the house. The opponent uses front rocks to hide
behind in order to steal the end.
Option #2
Put up a corner guard and try to force the opponent to the sides. Eventually, you will have to move the
front guard and play aggressively for multiple points.
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Option #3 Another option, particularly if you are ahead on the scoreboard is to wait a few shots then
begin clearing the front rocks in order to expose the four-foot. Usually, by the time you're allowed to
remove rocks, there are multiple rocks in play. Teams that have players, the second in particular, who
can throw heavy weight are more likely to be successful with this option. The key to this approach is the
heavy weight take out. The weight needs to be heavy enough to move multiple rocks.
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Option 4# The last option is used primarily with weaker teams. Try drawing to the sides. This increases
the risk factor for the other team to steal. If they truly need to steal, they will ignore the side rocks and
concentrate on center guards needed for the steal. If they are not committed to stealing, they will chase
you to the sides. Eventually, one team will hit and roll behind the center.
Tactical (shot calling) Options
We'll cover some actual shot calling but will concentrate on the first few rocks of each end. It would be
exhausting to think of all the possible shots so we can try the first few.
Without the Hammer.
The aggressive starting shot without the hammer is to place the rock in front of the house, on the center
line anywhere from 1/2 in to 2 feet out. Since it cannot be removed from play, it will allow you to build up
front guards in order to draw around or promote. Remember, asking your lead to throw this shot is like
calling for yourself to hit the button.
A conservative starting shot without the hammer would be a draw to the four-foot. If this is the decision,
be sure that the rock is not behind the tee line. Your opponent may take the opportunity to freeze to it,
forcing you to throw more difficult shots.
With the Hammer.

Of course, if you have last rock, you will need to wait for the opponent to throw before you throw your
first rock. Where the opponent's rock ends up will then determine your course of action.
Let's use the above examples and respond to each.
If the opponent places the rock directly in front of the house about one foot, then the most aggressive
response would be to draw behind it. For the most part, the Free Guard Zone game is played inside the
four foot and the first team in has a definite advantage. This is a difficult shot, particularly on straight ice.
You run the risk of leaving it wide open where your opponent can hit it and roll behind the guard.
Your options are limited here. Another choice would be to draw to the side of the house, ignoring the
center guard.
Another would be to split the guard and the shooter onto the rings. This is effective when you're trying to
keep things clean because you can remove it with your next rock if it's in the house.
Summary Obviously there are a lot of variables that come into play with game strategy and shot calling.
As you see more and more situations, you'll begin develop a sense of what works and what doesn't.
Never criticize anyone's strategy until you have all the information. It is very difficult to understand all
strategy calls from behind the glass. What seems to be an obvious strategy blunder may turn out to be a
game saver or a brilliant assessment of conditions. It's better to ask, "why did you call that shot" than to
assume the call was bad to begin with.
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Advanced Strategy
The subject of advanced strategy comes up a great deal. Many people ask how to improve their strategy
beyond the basic principles. Unfortunately there is no absolute answer for any strategy since all games,
players and shots change continuously. Typically, the same guidelines and principles that apply to basic
strategy also apply to advanced. The biggest difference is the proficiency level used in applying the
skills. Advanced strategy is the combination of:
1. Your team's technical skills
2. Your skip's game plan and shot calling tactics
For example, a team that is highly proficient in shot making and sweeping can easily apply a more
complex, higher level of strategy than the developing team. Another example is your skip's ability to
assess the opponent's technical ability. A highly trained curling instructor will be more proficient at this
than a curler of similar experience but with no training or fault analysis background.

Getting the most out of your team
A rule of thumb in advanced strategy is knowing what your team can do and never asking them to do
what they can't. This sounds simple and logical but many skips ask the team to throw rocks that have a
"high degree of difficulty" when a simpler shot can achieve almost the same result.
The Basic Rule
With only a few exceptions, skips today play the hammer ends to either blank or score multiple points,
depending on the end and score. With the Free Guard Zone Rule, scoring two or more is easily

achieved with even a moderate degree of shot making skills. The non-hammer skip will usually try to
steal or hold the opponent to only one. These conflicting strategies make the game fun.
This section covers some advanced topics. It is essential that you are familiar with the basic concepts
first. The Basic Strategy Section will move you through basic and intermediate levels of game planning
and shot calling. This section takes the skills in the Basic Strategy section and uses them to win games.
Game Control
"Control" is a very broad term. In curling strategy it means positioning your team to win. A good skip will
always give the team an opportunity to win, providing the team has a moderate skill level. Being "in
control" of a game can be defined as:



Tied or ahead with the hammer
Two or more points ahead without the hammer

Many top-level skips believe that a score of "down one with the hammer" in the late, even ends is also
a control position. This varies with each skip. Talk to as many skips as you can to get a sense of this.
Let's assume that your opponent can execute a two-point strategy at will with the hammer (the
"automatic deuce" is discussed later). This means if your opponent has the hammer, they can score two
with good shot-making. If you are tied, your opponent will move up two with their deuce. If you are up
one, they will be up one after the deuce. The key to game control is to position yourself so that you will
be in control even when your opponent scores two.
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When to Take Control
Positioning yourself for control begins with the coin toss (or in competition, the assignment of the
hammer). After you have assessed your opponent in your pre-game meeting (basic strategy), you may
decide to "spar" for an end or two. This means playing open, conservative shots until you feel
comfortable enough with the ice to be more aggressive. If you have the hammer in the first end, you
may decide to play for control from the beginning. Scoring two in the first end of any game is significant
as it puts you in a control position from the beginning.
Game control is much more significant in the later ends of the game. It is absolutely critical in the
concluding ends (8, 9 and 10).
Obviously the amount of effect control has on the outcome the game is determined by how long or at
what point you are in control. Although being two points ahead after the first end of a ten end game is
significant, it is much less significant than the same score after eight. The classic control position would
be having last rock in the late, even ends of a close game.
One thing that skips have different opinions on is whether or not it is considered a control position to be
down one with the hammer in the tenth end. Many skips believe this to be a control position because
they believe the automatic deuce concept.
The Automatic Deuce
Since the four-rock Free Guard Zone Rule was put into play in the early 1990's, the nature of game
strategy has changed considerably. If either of the two skips are willing to play aggressively (more rocks
in play), the other skip must play along, at least for the first few rocks. No longer can a team decide to

play hits all game unless the opponent is also willing to play this way. The automatic deuce concept
refers to the ability of any team at any time to score at least two rocks with the hammer. For this to
happen, the hammer team must execute at 90-100% in the end. Oddly, the non-hammer team can give
up two points (scenario #2) without missing a shot. Below are some examples of how to take two at will.
Scenario #1
Red is down four with the hammer in the sixth end of the game. Clearly the hammer team (red) must get
back into this game.









Yellow Lead #1 Throw-through
Red Lead #1 Corner guard
Yellow Lead #2 Tries the "tick" shot and misses
Red Lead #2 Corner guard opposite side
Yellow Second #1 Peels corner guard #1
Red Second #1 Draws behind corner #2
Yellow Second #2 Peels corner #2
Red Second #2 Draws to opposite side to sit two

At this point the hammer team simply matches hits with the opponent for two points. In this scenario, the
yellow tem has essentially conceded two points here, probably to avoid giving up three or more. As you
can see, the non-hammer team is powerless to defend against two if the hammer team can execute. In
this case, the hammer team just scored two and is now down two. If they can hold their opponent to one
in the next end, they regain hammer and can try this again, coming within one point.
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Scenario #2
Red is down one with the hammer
This is a close game, obviously and both teams may want to play more aggressive shots. Either way,
you can score two if you execute.







Yellow #1 Draw to top four
Red #1 Corner guard
Yellow #2 Freeze to yellow #1 in the top four
Red #2 Hit and roll behind guard (leaves yellow #2 in four foot)
Yellow #3 Peel corner guard
Red Hit and roll to other side of house

At this point, the hammer team simply matches hits with the opponent for two points. As you can see,
the non-hammer team is again powerless to defend against two if the hammer team can execute. One
key shot here is the hit and roll behind the corner. Another key shot in this scenario is the yellow team's
decision to peel the corner guard. Yellow gives up two without missing a shot. The reason yellow peels
the guard is to defend against giving up three or more, which could happen if the guard is left in play.
Both scenarios point out the key role of the lead and second players. Without proper execution of the
front-end, the team must rely on misses to score more than one point with the hammer.
Advanced Skills Assessment

Let's assume that you have gone through a comprehensive assessment process with your own team so
we can concentrate on the opponent. Good teams assess their opponents using a system, not just by
trial and error. This section offers a few suggestions on assessing your opponent.
Assessing Your Opponent
Becoming a student of delivery mechanics makes you a better skip. Understanding the key components
of the delivery can gain you a significant advantage when calling shots. Few players are mechanically
perfect. Because of this, they have certain weaknesses in their deliveries that you can exploit.
Pre-game
Before the game is your first opportunity to assess your opponent. First look at equipment particularly
the shoes and brooms. Low-end equipment can indicate low-end skills. Many teams have matching
uniforms but this is not a good judge of skills.
Practice slide
A former world champion once told us "all players look good from the side". This is quite true especially
in the practice slide. Never judge a player by their practice slide alone. Most people are on their best
behavior because lots of people are usually watching. Use the practice slide to judge the real basics
such as balance.
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Shaking hands
The handshake process is an overlooked area of skills assessment. It's very subtle because there is no
direct correlation between interpersonal skills and good mechanics. There may be a correlation between
interpersonal skills and personal confidence. The handshake is sometimes your first encounter with a
certain person. A soft handshake with no eye contact can indicate shyness and possibly a lack of
confidence or self-assuredness. Challenge this team earlier than you normally would. On the other
hand, strong, confident handshakes may indicate confidence and self-esteem. You may not be able to
take advantage here.
First rocks
The first time your opponents throw a rock in the game is the best time to assess the delivery
mechanics. Note the position where they draw the rock back to. If it's not on the centerline, you can take
advantage early on the different geometry of their line of delivery.
Balance
Remember, balance is the most fundamental of all delivery components. An out-of-balance delivery will
cause inconsistency and line-of-delivery problems. Most out of balance right-handers will drift to the
right. This means they tend to float the out-turns out and turn the in-turns in.
High/Low

Check how high the delivery is. This can be an indicator on how consistent the draw weight will be. A
high delivery (head and chest almost upright) may be extremely consistent with the draw because they
have a broader view of the playing field. This makes draw calibration easier. On the other hand, a low
delivery, which looks impressive, will have difficulty with draw weight consistency.
Leg Drive
Note the type of leg drive for each opponent. A strong, stepped leg drive with no body drop will cause
inconsistent draw weight. On the other hand, a fluid all-body delivery will be very consistent
Assessing Your Team
Before you successfully exploit your opponent's weaknesses, you must think objectively about you own
team's skills. If you've been playing together for a long time, you probably understand their strengths
and weakness through trial and error.
Professional Skipping
Good skips are made through time, training and experience. This section shares some tips from
experienced skips that allow you to play within the rules and focus on executing the game tactics.
Skips Position
The rules allow the skips to take almost any position in or around the house. The "Spirit of Curling"
dictates, to some degree the guidelines of good sportsmanship when it comes to positioning. Skips
should first encourage their teammates to position as prescribed by the rules. Leads and seconds
position themselves between the hog lines when not shooting or sweeping. The best teams in the world
stick close to this rule.
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Position of the non-throwing a skip
Your first responsibility as a skip when the opponent is throwing is to assess the shot and ice. Position
yourself behind the back line and stay still as the opponent is throwing. Distracting movement of any
kind is a violation of the rules. In timed games, the throwing team has control of the sheet from hack to
back line. Once the opponent's rock touches the tee line however, the rights of both skips are equal.
Position of the throwing skip.
Obviously, you have control of the house when your team is throwing. You are free to wander around the
house looking at angles and assessing the situation. Once you decide on the shot, take a position
roughly near the "center of action" of the called shot. The exceptions to this guideline are guards. Stand
in the house for guards. This gives you a bigger perspective of the curl of the ice. You may need this
knowledge later in the end.
Brooming
Deciding where to place the broom on any given shot is the skip's responsibility. In playdown games, the
practice session will give you a good sense of how much curl there is on the ice. With no practice, the
skip must decide without good information. As a general rule, place the broom 6-8 inches from the edge
of the rock for takeouts. If the ice is perfectly straight, you will hit the edge of the rock. If it curls, sweep it
and catch the other side. For draws, place the broom 2-3 feet from the intended target.

Place the broom on the ice on alignment with the line of delivery. Many inexperienced skips place the
broom perpendicular to the tee line, regardless of house proximity. On outside shots, this will be
inconsistent with the line of delivery and cause a visual problem for the thrower.
Sweep calls
Sweep call can be broken down into two categories:
1. Weight calls
2. Line calls
In the Sweeping section, we talked about how sweepers judge draw weight so we'll leave draw sweepcalls to them. Sweep calling for line is purely the skip's responsibility. Almost all shots have some "line"
component. Knowing when to call sweeping for line is one of the most difficult parts of skipping. One
reason why it's so difficult is because it's a very hard skill to teach. Good line callers have good spatial
orientation. They can visualize the complete curl "arc" within the space of the sheet. Like other skills,
some people are better at this than others. The first step in learning to judge line is to fully understand
the arc of a curling rock. On a draw, the rock remains on the line of delivery for only a short time after
release. As soon as the rock leaves the hand, the forces of friction (and frictional melting) take over and
the rock begins to curl. There are several things that contribute to when and how much a rock will curl.







Condition of the rocks – sharp or flat
Ice conditions due to ice making
Ice conditions due to wear and tear of a game
Release point
Release type (hard or soft)
Any lateral movement at release
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Any or all of these factors can contribute to when the rock will leave the line of delivery. This can differ
from as much as a foot out of the hand to never. This is the real trick to sweep calling.
Generally, the desired outcomes on line calls for takeouts are rolls and caroms. Double and triple
takeouts require good line calls. The best line callers visualize the entire arc that finishes "through" the
intended rock target. Trying to call sweeping to hit a rock in a certain spot is much more difficult to do
properly. Skips with weaker spatial skills must rely on this method.
Here are some tips for judging sweeping for line.
· Understand how your teammates release the rock





Assess as quickly as possible the rock and ice conditions
Stand a few feet back from the target area. This allows you to see a larger plain.
Position yourself slightly inside the arc. Judging movement towards you is easier than judging
movement away.
Train yourself to anticipate the "break" (the point when the rocks leaves the line of delivery) of a
rock

The Throw (drag)
The term "throw" is a billiards term used to describe how the forces of momentum and inertia are applied
when two or more pool balls make contact. The same principle applies in curling. When two stationary

rocks are close together (within four inches) the action of a takeout on them will favor the path of the
thrown rock. Even if the stationary rocks are miss-aligned, the arc of the moving rock will be continued.
Stationary rocks four inches or more apart will carom.
Straight Side
If there is a difference in how the rock curls depending on the turn, choose the straight side for throwing
takeouts. Assuming your teammates can come within 6 inches of the broom, contact will almost always
occur. The same takeout on the curl side may miss entirely.
Live/Hot Hit – Dead/Cold Hit
These terms refer to how rocks move after they make contact with each other. Visualize the examples
from the skip's position. An out-turn striking a rock on the left side will bounce off the rock in a lively
fashion due to the rotation of the moving rock. The contact is working "with" the rotation. Hitting at the
same point on the right side with an out-turn will come off "flat" or "dead" because the contact is working
"against" the rotation.
Jam Side
This refers to takeout shots when there is another rock (usually yours) that you don't want to touch or
"jam" onto. Play the shot on the opposite side of the arc. As viewed from behind, if the object rock is
right and your rock is back and left, play the out-turn. It is less likely for your rock to over curl (sweeping)
than to run straight. If you play the in-turn, there is 50% more chance of jamming your rock in back,
particularly if the rock runs straight. The out-turn works with the arc and momentum
OK, now back to curling.
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One of the key strategic elements in curling is which team has the hammer — the curling term for the
last rock in an end. It’s obviously an advantage, but how much? And how important is it? Again, math to
the rescue. My new favorite website, Curl With Math, has collected data on years’ worth of elite curling
matches and broken down the winning percentage of teams in all sorts of score situations.
A curling game has 10 ends (like innings, a complete set of stones for each team). At the start of the
game, with a tie score, the team with the hammer has about a 60 percent chance to win the game —
that is, the hammer gives them about a 10 percent edge. Significant, but not huge.
It’s more interesting to look at decisions during the game. Often, teams with the hammer will chose to
blank an end, knocking out the rocks so that no one scores, and so they can keep the hammer. That is,
they choose keeping the hammer over scoring 1 point. Does that make sense?
Well, here are the numbers for a game that’s tied when the skip has to make the decision. The decimals
in the chart are the winning percentages of teams in the various positions, i.e., if you’re tied with the
hammer with 7 ends remaining, you win 60.7 percent of the time.
Ends Remaining
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tied with hammer 0.602 0.612 0.607 0.619 0.613 0.625 0.648 0.662 0.743
+1 without hammer 0.571 0.579 0.578 0.572 0.607 0.593 0.617 0.653 0.617

Seems that keeping the hammer outweighs taking the point in a tie game all the way through the game,
but is only really significant heading into the final end. You can run the same numbers for all the other
situations, and generally
you get about the same numbers — about a 2 to 4 percent advantage in keeping the hammer over
taking a point, until right at the end of the match.
So having the hammer is nice, and a good think, but maybe not quite as crucial as the commentators
here on Canadian TV are making it out to be. I saw a team score a point late in a match to go up 2, but
then lose the hammer. You would have thought that it was the biggest blunder in the world by how they
were talking about it, but looking at the numbers, there really wasn’t much difference between the plays
at all.
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“A PANE IN THE GLASS” : THE DANGERS OF LEARNING ABOUT
CURLING STRATEGY BY WATCHING TV
by Bill Tschirhart
I love to go into curling facilities in the weeks immediately following a TV event! I see devoted, dedicated
recreational curlers “trying” to emulate their curling heroes by copying the type of strategy and tactics seen
on TV. I just shake my head but I do enjoy the amusement! They need to give their heads a shake and here’s
why.
ICE
The ice that’s prepared for a “made for television” event is dramatically unlike any ice upon which you’ve
likely ever played. I call it “pampered ice”. And just as the name implies, it’s ice that has been prepared with
tender loving care, for a specific event and for players with exemplary skills with special emphasis on weight
control. How many golfers do I have out there? If you consider yourself a serious/competitive/low handicap
golfer and have never played on a course that has been prepared for a professional tournament, if you get
the chance, take it but it will be a humbling experience. Trust me!
Pampered ice is much like that. It rewards shots that are delivered perfectly but shots that are not, especially
if the weight is incorrect, are punished. At your home curling facility, the ice is prepared for game after game.
By that simple fact alone, it must be durable. Unlike pampered ice which is scraped following each draw,
curling facility ice might get scraped every few days if you’re lucky. Due to regular scraping, the quality of the
pebble is different. The elite teams you see on TV get lots of “finish” on their draws. They can draw behind a

stone that’s just biting the top of the 4’ and bury it on the lid. Try that one at your own club! Then, if that triple
raise takeout is required, with “up weight” a stone that will draw 6’ will run almost perfectly straight on
pampered ice. If you had 6’ of draw at your club, you’d need a least 1’ with full takeout weight for a hit.
Curling facility ice is generally very forgiving. Pampered ice is not! Deliver the wrong weight and your stone
will take a path that will have you looking for a place to hide. As a result, the strategy and tactics employed
by those TV curlers is very different!
STONES
As you might imagine, the stones used for TV spiels are not your garden variety stones either. They are a
select set of stones that are used primarily for elite events. They are prepared to be “aggressive” (curl) when
matched with that aforementioned pampered ice. The preparation referred to is sometimes used in curling
facilities but usually to the chagrin of the club members as this “preparation” is not permanent. In fact, it is
quite temporary but it makes for stones that “perform” to the extent that the strategy and tactics employed by
TV teams is significantly different from that of their recreational colleagues.
A Pane in the Glass Vol. 1 No. 29 The Dangers of Learning About Curling Strategy by Watching TV
bcbill@telus.net 3 True North Curling Inc.
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STONES: Even though the stones used in these events are manufactured and selected for that purpose,
each elite team has a “rock book” that documents the characteristics of each of them. The result is that an
elite team rarely if ever, asks a stone to do something it simply can’t do. My guess is that most recreational
curlers do not have such a book and rarely give much thought to the different characteristics of stones. They
are NOT all alike! Before I leave the issue of stones, there’s one more difference between elite and
recreational teams. Elite teams have a thorough understand of how stones will react when they come into
contact with one another. Sure, they likely will have played many more games than most recreational teams
but there’s another reason for this knowledge base. They take the time in practice (oh, there’s that “p” word
again) to set stones into positions they feel they’ll encounter in games and try different contact points with
target rocks to actually witness the results. What a novel idea!
BRUSHING
I’m going to be brutally blunt here. The brushing exhibited by the vast majority of recreational curlers pales, I
mean PALES in comparison to the brushing the elite teams get primarily from front ends who are not only
very fit in terms of cardio-vascular and muscular & endurance strength but have excellent technique to take
advantage of that level of fitness to say nothing about their ability to judge the weight of the stone. Elite
brushing, combined with the ice and stones referred to above, can significantly affect the way a stone tracks
down the ice.
On “club ice” stones track along a path that is relatively uniform in shape. In other words, the locus (path) of
a moving rock forms a more or less regular curved line. On pampered ice, the rocks tend to track relatively
straight and then “break”. If you’re not accustomed to watching for the “break point”, inexperienced brushers

may brush the rock “through the break” and miss the shot. In the vernacular, the brushers make a lot more
shots for their teammates than you might even think they do!
SHOOTING PERCENTAGE
For the reasons stated above, the overall shooting percentage of elite teams is clearly superior. They make
more shots therefore they can execute game and end plans more effectively. They don’t even think they
MIGHT miss a shot. Most recreational curlers HOPE they make the shot. How can you assemble game and
end plans on that basis?
SHOT OUTCOME
Most recreational teams play the vast majority of their shots for one of two purposes. The called shot is either
destined to either “be” shot rock to “remove” shot rock. Most of the shots called by elite teams are for neither
of those reasons. Take notice of this the next time you watch a TV event. This more than anything else is a
clear indication that the strategy employed by elite teams is different!
ICE READING
Even though pampered ice is very consistent, elite teams create a mental topographical map so that if there
are subtle anomalies from sheet to sheet, they are aware of them and know what to do with them. Again,
they don’t waste shots asking a stone do something the ice will not allow it to do. Recreational curlers tend
not to have the desire or discipline to create such a topographical map. Mostly it’s simply a matter of
observance and memory (oh yes, don’t forget about those rock characteristics, they might be more the cause
of what you “see” than the ice). You’ll notice that I said elite “teams” read ice very well. I did not say elite
“skips”. The entire team should know what the ice will allow!
ROTATIONS
On occasion, an elite team will call upon a team member to deliver a shot whereby the stone rotates a
number of times which is not within the 2 ½ - 3 rotation range recommended by the curling stone
manufacturers to execute a particular shot within its end plan. Those “occasions” are relatively rare and
require great skill and not all elite teams will even attempt to vary rotation, as it is fraught with danger. Don’t
even think about it!!!
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THE WEAPON
If there’s one, single reason why elite teams play the way they do (lots of rocks in play) with what appears to
be reckless abandon, especially early in ends, it’s because the skip knows he (and I wish I could say “she”
but I can’t) has a team that at any time, can deliver a stone accurately at high, and I mean HIGH velocity to
not only redecorate the house, but do so in a manner that positively changes the situation. It’s the one single
factor that places those teams into that elite status. I’m not likely going too far onto a limb when I speculate
that you don’t have “the weapon”. If I’m correct, then how can you play the way those elite teams play?
STRATEGY/TACTICS DISCUSSIONS
In my strategy workshop, one of my aims and objectives is to provide a meaningful language so that teams
can effectively talk about the strategy and tactics it will employ. And, even though the strategy and tactics
employed by elite teams are surprisingly uncomplicated, they know exactly what the game plan and end
plans are. Each member of the team is “on the same page”. Experience has demonstrated to me that for
recreational teams, there’s rarely any discussion about a game plan and almost never is there any
communication of end plans. I feel part of the reason for this is a lack of a common language which will allow
a team to effectively communicate thoughts and ideas that ultimately can be put into action. I might suggest
that if this is the case for your team, you read the essay on strategy presented earlier in this series (see p. 6).
TACTICS
Thus far, if you’re a recreational curler, you’ve taken some “hits” but now it’s the elite teams’ turn to take one.
In the previous section, I indicated that the strategy employed by elite teams in uncomplicated. Don’t confuse
that with stones in play. Some of the “situations’ they face are really complicated due to the large number of

stones and the equally large number of possibilities for different shots. I’m sure like me you have sat on your
couch bewildered at the complexity of some ends.
When people question me about elite strategy I frequently characterize it as “act and react”. At the risk of
contradicting myself, there’s not as much planning as you might think! Usually the “big three” factors (end,
score & last rock advantage) drive any planning that does take place. Before a game, an elite team will have
discussed the upcoming game and therefore know how it’s going to start the game (pursuing scoring
opportunities, protecting against scoring threats or positioning shots to determine the plan the opposition
might use) but from there it’s all A Pane in the Glass, Vol. 1 No. 29 The Dangers of Learning About Curling
Strategy by Watching TV bcbill@telus.net 6 True North Curling Inc.

House Call: The Line’s Divine
If you’re relatively new to curling, you likely play front end on a team and never consider line call. And
then, against all odds, it happens. Skipper calls in sick and your second’s out of town. You call in a spare
but they have to play lead. Your third moves up to skip and suddenly… Holy Cow… you’re playing third!
Before we get started allow me to explain what exactly I mean by “line call”. Line is the arc the rock
makes as it moves down the ice towards its target. Calling line is telling the sweepers when to go and
when to whoa in order to either hold the line or let it bend.
Don’t get caught unprepared. Remember these few simple tips about calling line and you’ll be in great
shape!
1. Communicate with your sweepers. I cannot emphasize this one enough. From the moment the
thrower releases, the sweepers need to be telling the person in the house where the weight is. It doesn’t
matter if their judgement is off, it will get better with practice. Also the sweepers should continue to
provide weight updates to the skip all the way down the ice. The skip or third’s job is to call the line… not
the weight!
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2. Don’t be afraid of a little volume. It’s loud out there with other games going on and your sweepers
need to be able to hear you. Calling line leaves no room for milquetoast Muppets: you must be
assertive. Let your sweepers know what you want and why.
3. Watch for the break. What I mean by this is that at every club, on every sheet, there is a breaking
point. This is where the rocks will really start to curl. Here at the Calgary Winter Club it’s just before
where the far benches are. If you wait to call your sweepers on after the breaking point you’ve waited
too long. It is important to watch to see where the breaking point is and call your sweepers on before
then.
4. Put yourself in a position where you have the most accurate view of the line and follow the line
as it moves. Usually the best way to do this is to call the shot standing up and squat down once the
thrower releases. Then follow the line of the rock along with your broom. This puts you down at rock
level so you’ll be able to see how things are moving. Following the line with your broom gives your
sweepers an idea of what’s going on.
5. Never, ever help your sweepers on a take-out… ever! In fact, let’s all raise our brooms together
and solemnly swear to the Curling Gods not to do this. Line is critical on take outs and far more
important than the three or four unbalanced strokes you might get in, that is if you manage not to knock
you teammates over in the process. Stay in house and call line. That is where you are needed.

6. Try not to fight back and forth with the thrower. This just confuses the sweepers. The person in
the house has the best view of the line and the rocks in the house. The sweepers need to know who to
listen to. Make some sort of agreement and duct tape the thrower’s mouth if you have to!
7. Be on the lookout for plan B, C, D, and even E. If you know the shot called isn’t going to work out
don’t give up. Start looking for ways to miss in a positive manner. Maybe you can peel off a guard
instead of getting the one in the back, or perhaps you can call your sweepers off and hog a light rock
instead of letting it junk up the front when the last thing you want is junk. The alternate shots are endless
as long as you’re looking for them.
These are just a few key pointers to get you started. As you spend more time in the house you will grow
more and more comfortable. I recommend you jump at every chance to try a new position and gain more
experience. It will make you a more well-rounded player and you won’t be so terrified the next time you
get thrown into the third position – or even skip!

Hey Coach: Strategy and Tactics – Let’s Talk.
We have taken the opportunity to talk briefly about strategy in this blog and before we go any further we
need to differentiate between the concept of strategy and tactics.
With our previous level of understanding of strategy already started we have to have a understanding of
what tactics are. Tactics, basically, are the way we call the shots we have selected, to implement the
specific strategy our team is playing. To simplify, if we have chosen to play a defensive strategy in the
first end and a hit is called, we then get into the nuts and bolts of tactics:






What turn do we play?
What weight do we play?
How much ice do we take?
How does our sweeping effect this shot?
How does the specific player affect this shot?
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This list can go on – and it should! The nuances surrounding one seemingly simple shot are extremely
important.
I had the opportunity to put together a presentation on strategy with Brad Gushue about eight years ago.
Our goal was to forego any traditional notions of teaching strategy (what shot to play when) and
seriously focus on getting teams to understand what they bring to the table. In the presentation we
created a list of over 40 skills that a curling team could have (i.e., line calling) and then had them grade
themselves out of ten on each skill.
It is the realization of the strengths and weaknesses that affect the shot at hand that hopefully help guide
the team and their coach in what their training and practice look like. It is extremely important that a
team have a complete and honest understanding of their own strengths and weaknesses. It is this
understanding that will help guide you as you decide upon a team strategy and further on how you
implement that team strategy, How you implement the plan is your tactics.
Teams generally make good plans. Frequently the ways the plans are implemented are something less
(i.e. the tactics are inappropriate). If you feel that strategy is a weakness on your team, make sure it’s
“strategy” that’s the problem and not “tactics”.

Team Canada’s Kevin Martin on using Imagery
“The use of visualization and imagery is a key to making us better as a team. I consciously make an
effort to visualize every shot I play before I play it. This has been part of my pre-shot procedure for a
number of years and I feel it has helped me with the confidence that I require to throw last rocks under
pressure.
When I visualize a takeout, I try to picture my release and then the rock’s path divided into two
segments. I first try to visualize how the rock will travel the first few feet and then how it will react from
the far hogline in. If you are able to correctly visualize the last 20 feet of the stone’s path, you will be
confident on calling the sweep on delicate shots like a hot-and-roll or a fine double.
I probably use imagery on draw shots more than visualization. On draw shots it is essential to
understand the rock’s line of delivery and how the rock is going to finish. This is similar to a takeout, but I
think it’s probably more important to have the ability to use your imagination so you are able to feel the
stone release from your fingertips. If, in your mind, you can feel how the stone should leave your hand
(rotation and speed) then you should have a better chance of making the shot successful.
I often attempt to visualize my next shot when the opponent is playing his shot. This process gives me
more time to understand exactly what I’m attempting to accomplish with my next throw. If the opponent’s
shot is completed as such that my next throw is changed, I use the time it takes me to travel to the
distant end of the ice to visualize the shot. It is a little more difficult because it cuts down the time you
have to think through the process, but with practice it works very well.
I would encourage players at all levels to train their minds to use visualization or imagery. It will take a
while to get accustomed to the process, to feel comfortable, but once players get the feel for it, their
game will surely improve.”
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Composure & the Relaxation Breath
For optimal Composure athletes can practice and develop their centering or relaxation breath. A slow
steady breath is the mental game’s most versatile skill!!!
The Basic Breath: (lying down, seated or standing). Place one hand on your lower rib cage and one on
your abdomen. Breathe in through your nose and visualize filling the lowest part of your lungs, then the
middle, and then the top and then breathe out through your mouth. Feel (don’t force) your abdomen
expand on the in-breath and extracting on the out breath. To deepen the relaxation effect, breathe in on
a count of four and gently let your breath out on a count of six or eight, while thinking relax…..relax….
relax.


A good breath puts your focus on the present moment



Enables you to check in with yourself to see if you are in control



Helps you get control



Helps you release negatives



Energizes you when you are feeling sluggish



Helps you establish a sense of rhythm in your pre-shot routine

Practice Exercise
Find a quiet place, lie on your back, and begin taking slow steady, deep breathes from your abdomen.
As you breathe in, think “inhale” as your stomach rises from the air being drawn in, as you breathe out,
count up to 10, for 10 breathes. Inhale….one….inhale….two….inhale three. Once you get to 10, count
backwards to one.
Recommendations for Curlers
Practice the basic breath five-ten minutes a day three or four times a week.
Tip- if you are doing physical training, add the five minutes of breathing to the end of your workout. If you
have a heart rate monitor, see if you can lower your heart rate “at will”.
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Advanced Strategy:

“A PANE IN THE GLASS”
STRATEGY – IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE OR BRAIN SURGERY
by Bill Tschirhart
I don’t personally know of any single topic that has been the focus of more discussion, consternation, frustration

and salt & pepper shaker maneuvering than curling strategy. But, please notice the title. It’s not rocket science or
brain surgery! With that out of the way, let’s begin and we’ll do that with a question. How important is strategy to
the final outcome of a curling game? What’s your answer? Here’s my answer and it comes from years and years
(more than I care to recall) of coaching and watching teams of all skill and experience levels play. It’s not very
important! Why? I’m glad you asked! The best answer is skill based. Consider this. If your team shooting
percentage is less than 50%, you don’t make enough shots to worry about strategy. You need to focus on getting
some technical assistance. If your team makes in excess of 85% of its shots, then you make so many shots,
strategy again is of little consequence since I have yet to see a skip call a shot which is not going to improve the
situation! But, if your team shooting percentage is between 50% & 85%, you need to make the most of those
shots. In other words, don’t use strategy as a scapegoat. Your team missed more shots than your opposition did.
And, the shots you missed were “killer shots”. That’s why you lost! I like definitions. They frame the whole matter
and strategy has its share. Trust me. I’ve seen them all but here are the ones I like best. “A Pane in the Glass”

Strategy is the shot called, in light of a predetermined game plan, based upon a variety of factors
which reflect the team’s strategic philosophy. What a mouthful that one is but notice the order of this
sentence. More about that later!
Strategy is a plan that ensures that when you out curl the opposition, you also win the game.
There is nothing, I say nothing that is more frustrating than to feel as though you have executed shots to
a higher degree than your opposition and yet you lost the game.
Strategy is a series of decisions that ultimately determine the effectiveness of the shots your team
is able to make on the outcome of the game. Notice the word “decisions”! Strategy is a decision making
process. But, many teams don’t have the foggiest idea of the components of that process.
That’s what this essay is about. I’ll show you how to make the decisions that will maximize the shots your team is
able to make. I can’t make the decisions for you. No one can and nor should they unless they’re a member of
your team. Your strategic plan needs to fit your team. You should not aspire to anyone else’s strategy. You can
learn from more experienced and skilled teams but don’t try to emulate their strategy hook, line and sinker!
Before I go on there are some acknowledgements I want to make. Even though this essay has my by-line, I’m not
the author of all of this material. There are several national coaches with the Canadian Curling Association who
have put in hours upon hours of work to put this “workshop” approach to strategy together. In fact, in summary
form, the activities suggested here, which I hope you find “user friendly”, are the product of a number of seasons
of synthesis and evaluation. I liken it to computer software. When it’s user friendly to the consumer, you have to
know the software is extremely sophisticated. That clearly is the case here.
Before I reveal just how simple this process is, I want to make one distinction. Strategy and tactics are not
synonyms. Now, before you rack your brain trying to recall what your fifth grade teacher said about “synonyms”,
simply put, strategy and tactics do NOT mean the same thing. They ARE related but that’s as far as it goes. Allow
me to illustrate the difference between (not among, that would involve three or more items, forever the teacher)
the two.
Strategy is a plan, be it general or more specific in nature. Tactics are the ways in which the plan will be
implemented. I wish I had the proverbial “nickel” for every team that has asked for help with their “strategy” as the
team is convinced it’s an area that needs some work. When I watch the team play then sit down with the team
after the game, I usually begin like this. “Your strategy is quite sound but your tactics don’t match your plan.
” Here’s a curling example!
Let’s say that the opposition has a stone just biting the eight foot circle on the center line (which in essence
means it’s in front of the tee line). It’s a lead stone and it’s the only stone in play. Your plan is to deal with that
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stone. To ignore it and place your stone in another location would be a different plan and therefore different

“strategy”. I can think of six different “tactics” for the chosen “strategy” of dealing with that stone. What might they
be? Try not to look ahead. Put this down or turn your eyes from your computer screen and list them.
Here they are (in no particular order).
• Hit and stay.
• Tap it to a position behind the tee line (perhaps straight back or in a sort of tap-and-roll alignment).
• Hit and roll out (peel).
• Freeze (i.e. draw to the stone).
• Split the stone off the center line keeping it and the shooter in the house.
• Hit and roll to a position in the eight or twelve foot circles .
Now try the tactics for the strategy of ignoring the stone.
• Draw to the side of the house.
• Place a corner guard.
• Place a center line guard.
• Deliver the stone purposefully through the house.
I know! I know! Some of you keeners out there are rolling your eyes with some of the tactics. That’s because
you’re placing the strategy or tactic into context already. Good for you! And that’s precisely the point. There are
factors that mitigate against one strategy over the other and one tactic over the rest. OK smarty pants, what are
the factors that dictate strategy and tactics? Make your list!
Well, the list can be long indeed and the subject of discussion in the curling lounge over a beverage of your
choice but there are three that clearly stand out.
They are END, SCORE and LAST STONE ADVANTAGE. They are always factors that need to be considered.
Hey, when you talk about a game situation, what do you say? “It was the ninth end. We were down three and
didn’t have last rock.” But, to be sure, there are other factors. The list below is a partial list. As situations and
venues change, so does the composition of the list of factors.
“Ice conditions
• Stone conditions.
• Opposition skill level.
• Your team’s current skill level (you don’t always bring your “A” game!).
• Number of stones to be played in the end.
• Fatigue.
• Momentum.
• Time of day.
These factors will shuffle in importance. They constantly change as the game progresses. Being aware of the
factors that are at or near the top of the list is a skill onto itself and clearly is one of the characteristics that set one
person apart from others as skip material. And, since we’re on the subject of responsibility, let’s get one item off
the table right away. All members of the team should be aware and participate in the strategies and tactics a team
employs. That does NOT mean that there’s a committee meeting on the ice prior to the calling of every shot. Yikes
no! But all members of the team, as you’ll see, will play a key role in the process that goes into creating the
strategic plan and the tactics to be employed.
It’s a simple four step process (this is the user friendly part)!

1. DISCOVER YOUR TEAM’S STRATEGIC D.N.A.
2. FORMULATE A GAME PLAN.
3. CREATE AN END PLAN.
4. CALL THE SHOT THAT COMPLIES WITH THE FIRST THREE STEPS.
Go back to the first definition of strategy and read it once again. Now perhaps you understand why I noted that
the definition is written in “inverse order”. On other words, it’s backwards! So many curlers feel that strategy is but
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one thing, calling the right shot. They’re not entirely incorrect but they have it backwards. The shot called is the
“end product” of a process. Without the process, the shots called are entirely unrelated and that’s what gets
teams into trouble from a strategic and tactical perspective. I like to say to those people that if that’s your
definition of strategy, it’s like building a house starting with the roof! I believe there’s a lot of “roofing
contractors” out there!
I want to make one more point before we continue and it’s about jargon (language). One of the reasons why those
hard-working CCA national coaches took up this strategy teaching challenge in the first place was due to the fact
that when teams talked about strategy, the conversation often broke down due to a lack of a common jargon. You
will learn some new words here. Use them! It’s arguably one of the best parts of this whole process. You will now
have a common language! OK, let’s get to the heart of the matter and find out about those four, simple steps!
STEP ONE – DISCOVER YOUR TEAM’S STRATEGIC D.N.A.
I’m continually amazed at the high number of curling teams that have never had a discussion among their
members as to how they wish to play the game. Teams talk about ice, stones, bonspiel dates, uniforms, food &
equipment etc. but rarely about how they want to play the game. Amazing! Every team has a built-in philosophy
of how the game should be played. It’s the result of four individuals’ collective skills and experiences. It’s one of
the factors that should bring four curlers together in the first place (oops, you DIDN’T consider that when you
formed the team? Yikes!).
There are but three types of teams, offense first, defense first and blended attack. Your team will naturally
prefer to play the game based upon one of the three types.
Offense First – Notice the adverb “first” (and with the second type, defense “first”). That was not placed
there haphazardly. It’s key to the understanding that an offense first team, when considering its strategy
and tactics possibilities, will always look for the offensive ones “first”. It may not ultimately choose that
course of action but it’s clearly the first consideration!
Defense First – On the other end of the spectrum are the teams that will consider the defensive options
first. Like their offense first cousins, they may not choose the defensive path for a variety of reasons, and
choose to play quite offensively.
Blended Attack – As the term implies, this is a combination of offense and defense and, as I will
illustrate, can be the most challenging way to play.
In each case, there are three key components that are required for a team to play effectively and
the first component is the same for all three. You either want to play like an offense first team, a defense
first team or a blended attack team or you feel a necessity to play like one of them. You never have to
justify your desire to play in one of the three styles. It may not be prudent for reasons I will soon illustrate
but it’s your choice. From time-to-time, an offense first team will play like a defense first team or a blended
attack team. From time-to-time, a defense first team will play like an offense first team. And, by definition,
a blended attack team will ultimately have to decide to continue to play offensively or defensively.
There was a time in our sport when a team could play like an offense first team or a defense first
team from one end of the season to the other. Those times are gone! Job #1 is clearly to learn to play
as effectively as possible “your natural way” but sooner or later, your team will have to learn to
play like the other two!!! That’s simply the competitive environment in which we find ourselves today.
For each style of play there is also a team skill set necessary. For an offense first team, the
finesse shots must be played well. You know what they are, the taps, guards, come-arounds, freezes
etc. A defense first team will play the up weight particularly well. They are the take outs, peels etc.
And a blended attack team must be able to play all the shots well. I believe I mentioned earlier that a
blended attack style, although perhaps the best way to play, can be the most challenging.
Here’s where the rubber meets the road. For each style of play there is an intangible quality that can’t be ignored,
which is exactly what so many teams do!
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An offense first team must be resilient! It will play with many stones in play. It needs to be aware and accept
the fact that it’s providing scoring opportunities for both teams and occasionally, the opposition will be the one to
score. If your team is playing that style and that occurs, you can’t look as though someone has shot your dog!
That can’t bother you! A defense first team needs patience and plenty of it. It’s going to be involved in many
close, low scoring games with most going down to the last stone of the last end or even an extra end. If you are
uneasy about that, then perhaps that’s not the style for you. And for the blended attack team, who must
decide not only between offense and defense but exactly when to do so, you need someone to make the
decision and three others to seamlessly agree. It puts a lot of pressure on your team dynamics. They had
better be rock solid (pun intended)! Sometimes is difficult to know if your natural way to play is that of a blended
attack team. Here’s a good measuring stick. If your team, likely through the one calling the shots, is constantly
calculating the odds, then that’s a reasonably good sign that you have the makings of a blended attack team.
An offense first team usually does not calculate the odds. Exactly the opposite is true and occasionally they will
“buck the odds” (imprudently in my mind especially when the team does not have last stone advantage) and get
burned, sometimes “in spades”. The same is true for a defense first team but in a slightly different disguise. They
will be so protective against a potential scoring threat (they’re like a long-tailed-cat-in-a-room-full-of-rockingchairs) that it borders on paranoia.
As you can see, step #1 is an off-ice activity that might require several hours or at least several sessions. It’s time
well spent! Not only that, it’s essential that you do so! You need to make this decision wisely. Take a good hard
look at how your team really plays. It should be based upon what I call “competitive data” and that’s not “shooting
statistics” per se. I will have more to say on that subject in another essay in this series but for now accept that’s
it’s what’s really happening on the ice, not what the members of the team “think” is happening or would like to see
happen!
STEP TWO – FORUMLATE A GAME PLAN
This is the one aspect of strategy that most curling teams “attempt” at least. Usually there will be a discussion
about how they plan to play various stages of the game taking into account a variety of factors. That’s a good
thing so I’ll simply help you streamline that process. Drum roll please! Here’s another definition.
A Strategic Game Plan serves as your team’s general blueprint to start the game, previewing your basic
objectives along with your intended progression from the first end to the last. (Full marks to my friend Rob
Krepps for this one.)
The operative words here are “general” and “start”. Here is some new terminology to help. If, you decide to start
the game playing like an offense first team, then you intend to pursue scoring opportunities. That might change
quickly but that’s OK. Remember, it’s only a plan to “start” the game. On the other hand, again due to reasons
known only to you and your team mates, you may feel that it’s best to protect against scoring threats by your
opposition in the initial stages of the game. You may discover rather quickly that you have your “A” game and your
opposition is struggling and decide to take advantage of the situation and switch to offense and therefore begin to
pursue scoring opportunities. Lastly, you may decide to play a more wait-and-see role and play shots primarily to
see the reaction you get from the opposition. As a result, you probe in the early portion of the game.
That’s it! Your game plan then is to pursue, protect or probe. Three simple yet powerful words!
STEP THREE – DECIDE UPON AN END PLAN
This, in my mind, is a great failing for so many curling teams. Before I go on about this, another drum roll please,
definition. A Strategic End Plan serves as your team’s specific blueprint to start an end, clearly defining
your outcome priorities along with the tactics that you will use to achieve them. (More thanks to Rob.)
Notice this time it’s not a “general” plan, it’s a “specific” plan but again, it’s only a plan to “start” the end. That plan
can switch on just one shot. You might decide, again for a variety of reasons, to pursue a scoring opportunity.
Therefore you will play the end as an offense first team would play it. On the other hand, again for a variety of
reasons, you may feel it’s more prudent to protect against a scoring threat from the opposition and therefore begin
the end playing like a defense first team. If you believe that it’s in your best interests to simply place stones in
potential positions waiting to see how the end unfolds, then you start the end playing like a blended attack team.
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The terminology adopted for an end plan includes colours, green, red and yellow. Yes, it’s like a traffic signal!
Green means “go”, red means “stop” and yellow signifies “caution”. And here’s where a little team dynamics
comes into the picture. Team dynamics is all about effective and efficient communication both on and off the ice.
In this case here’s a suggestion I know works.
When the end concludes and the thirds (mates) agree on the score (that’s the official conclusion to an end of
curling by the way) have your third/mate meet with the skip at center ice. Turn to the scoreboard and consider
those “big three” factors (end, score & last stone advantage). Decide between you what the next end plan will be
(green, red or yellow). By the time the third/mate returns to the delivery end, the stones should have been cleared
at which time the message can be passed along to the front end. Do this for each and every end!!!! If your team
does nothing else, this alone will improve your w/l record!
STEP FOUR – CALL THE SHOT
If you have done steps 1, 2 & 3, the shot to be called will literally bubble to the surface. In some cases there may
be more than one shot that fits the bill. In that case take a look at the player who will be playing the shot. Duh,
choose the one that he/she is most likely to make and with a tactic to match (wow, this is cerebral stuff isn’t it?)!
SUMMARY
STRATEGIC DNA
offense first
defense first
blended attack

GAME PLAN
pursue
protect
probe

END PLAN
green
red
yellow

SHOT
finesse
up weight
potential

PARTING THOUGHTS
This entire essay was intended to provide a template for your team to understand the difference between strategy
and tactics, to understand the process of establishing a plan and to motivate you and your team to take the time,
away from the ice surface to proceed through the process. I’m well aware that some of you, reading to this point,
might be somewhat disappointed. You expected, at some point, that I would help you call the right shot. Well, I did
but in the manner of the parable of the starving fisherman. Rather than give you fish to eat which will keep you
alive for a finite period of time, I’ve provided the fishing gear and skill to use it so you can feed yourself indefinitely.
Be realistic! It’s great to watch the athletes on TV but trying to emulate their strategy and tactics can be disastrous
to your club team. Make the most of the shots your team plays well. List them and stay within them. That doesn’t
mean that your team needs to be locked into those shots. If your team feels it lacks some of the weapons it
needs, get some help from coaches and instructors in your area. There’s no rule that states that a club team can’t
practise!
Think “outside the box”! Don’t fall into lockstep with your contemporaries. Be prepared to use tactics that are not
quite so common. There’s more than one way to play many shots. If you choose a less common tactic, one your
team has practised and mastered, it can prove problematic for your opposition.
There is no “risk free” strategy regardless of the type of team you are (offense first, defence first or blended
attack). An offence first team risks having a big end scored against it. By the very nature of the way an offence
first team plays (lots of stones in play) it creates potential scoring opportunities for BOTH teams. Occasionally
your opposition will take greater advantage of that situation by simply playing at a higher level in an end or, again
due to the fact there are so many stones in play, get a lucky “tick-tac-toe” shot leaving you up to a particular body
part in alligators, a situation from which your noble “last rock chucker” cannot bail the team. When that happens,
you can’t fold you tent! On the other hand, that defence first team that’s constantly protecting against scoring
threats will give up scoring opportunities in doing so. And, I think I’ve already established that the nice, safe role of
blended attack is fraught with risks, not the least of which is the strain on team dynamics in addition to
miscalculating those odds. Lastly, don’t blame strategy when it’s tactics that are your problem (now that you know
the difference between them). This is all about “making curling shots!”
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Proper Rock Placement
I suggest 3 rock placements options for all shots. The idea is to have your rock centered on the Line of Delivery
(an imaginary line from the middle of your foot to the skips target). This line of delivery typically moves with
every shot you throw because the target is different, your rock placement must move as well. I suggest 3 rock
placement options that will get you really close every time. When the player is in the stance position and ready to
delivery the curling stone the following must be on the line of delivery.
 The hack foot pointed at the skips target. (slider foot pointed at skips left leg)
 The knee of the hack foot must point at the skips target.
 The arm should be over the knee (not around the knee) when gripping the rock.
 The hand when gripping the rock - should be centered on the Line of Delivery.
Once these elements are achieved, you are ready to go from the stance position to the park/loaded position. When
bringing the rock back to the loaded position the player needs to keep the rock centered on the line of delivery. The
best way to achieve this is to think about bringing your hand back towards your little toe. Bring the rock back to
about an inch from your hack foot (take notice that the hack foot is now right in the middle of the rock) you are
now in the park position. Now you must push the rock forward towards the target, keeping the rock centered on the
line of delivery.

For right handed players: Using the centre line to help in rock placement
Rock Placement #1
When the Skip’s target is anywhere from the left edge of the 4 foot to the left side line:
 The rock should be placed approximately 1-2 inches from the centre line.
Rock Placement #2
When the Skip’s target is anywhere from the left edge of the 4 foot to the right edge of the 4 foot:
 The edge of the curling stone - to the colored edge of the handle should dissect the centerline.
Rock Placement #3
When the Skip’s target is anywhere from the right edge of the 4 foot to the right sideline:
 The rock number on the handle of the curling stone should dissect the centerline.
All 3 of these rock positions will get you very close to the centre of the line of delivery. Small adjustments for the
throwers comfort are highly recommended.
Proper foot placement in the hack will also help:
 Hack foot should be right centre of rock position #1
 Hack foot should be centre of the hack for rock placement #2
 Hack foot should be left centre for rock position #3
Drill:
Place a target out 10 feet past the first hog line:
 Get three rocks and place them side by side (1 inch gap between each stone) 3-4 feet from the throwers
hack: ensure the centre rock is right in the middle of the line of delivery (use your broom handle to ensure
you have this middle rock centered directly to the target).
 Take the middle rock out, get into the stance position with it.
 Deliver the stone by sliding through the 2 rocks. You goal should be to deliver the stone through the stones
without touching them 9 out of 10 times. When done correctly you should not miss the target by more then
an inch on either side. If you miss the target, you are pulling or pushing the rock off the line of delivery and
will need to work on this skill to improve it.
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